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Introduction / Development Description
Introduction
This Design Statement (DS) has been prepared by C+W
O’Brien Architects Ltd, Sarsfield Quay, Dublin, on behalf of
Landmarque Belgard Development Company Ltd as part 		
of an application under Section 4(1) of the Planning and
Development (Housing) And Residential Tenancies Act 2016
(as amended) (the “2016 Act“) to An Bord Pleanála (ABP) in
respect of a Strategic Housing Development located at
Belgard Road, Tallaght, Co Dublin.
This document explores the stages of the proposed design,
taking into account an understanding of the site constraints
and conditions, design development of the proposal and also
incorporating reference to the S247 pre-planning meeting
with South Dublin County Council, a pre-application
consultation with ABP and SDCC and a pre-application
opinion issued by ABP under Section 6 (7) of the 2016 Act.
The Document includes a breakdown of the proposed
design and proposed materials to be used within the
development and outlines the design response in terms of
urban design and its impact on the surrounding context.
The proposal is for a high quality residential development
including some Build to Rent units located to the north east
of The Square Tallaght. It is envisioned that the high calibre
architectural scheme will significantly help improve the wider
area through establishing a new community development to
meet increasing demand for quality homes and significantly
enhanced public space. All of which will compliment the
future development of local amenities helping to enhance
the existing hub at Tallaght Town Centre.
It is intended that this Design Statement is read in
conjunction with the documents and drawings supplied 		
as part of the planning application.

Development Description
The site of c.0.898 ha is located at the former ABB Site, Belgard Road,
Tallaght, Dublin 24, D24 KD78. The site is bound by Belgard Road (R113)
to the east, Belgard Square North to the north and Belgard Square East
to the west and Clarity House to the south.

3.

Block A (Build-to-Rent)

The proposed development will consist of:
1.

Demolition of all existing structures on site (with a combined gross
floor area of c. 3625 sqm)

2.

The construction of a mixed-use residential development set out
in 3 no. blocks including a podium over a basement, ranging in
height from 2 to 13 storeys, comprising:
•

•

•

Childcare facility (144 sq.m.),

•

670 No. bicycle parking spaces including 186 visitor spaces;
117 car parking spaces (including 6 disabled spaces) are
provided at ground floor and basement level.

•

The overall development has a Gross Floor Area of 29,784
sq.m.

•

Two (2) podium residential courtyards and three (3) public
accessible pocket parks, two (2) to the north & one (1) to the
south.

•

Linear Park (as a provision of the Tallaght Town Centre LAP)
providing safe public pedestrian and cycling access between
Belgard Road and Belgard Square East

•

91 no. 1 bed units

•

1 no. 2 bed 3 person units

•

26 no. 2 bed 4 person units

Blocks B & C

334 no. residential units of which 118 no. will be Build to Rent
(BTR) residential units, with associated amenities and
facilities across the development,
4 No. retail / café / restaurant units and 3 no. commercial
spaces associated with the 3 no. live-work units (723 sqm
combined),

Of the total 334 residential units proposed, unit types comprise:

4.

•

2 no. live-work studio units

•

102 no. 1-bed units

•

12 no. 2-bed 3 person units

•

88 no. 2-bed 4 person units including 5 no. duplex units

•

1 no. 2-bed 4 person live-work unit

•

11 no. 3-bed units

All associated works, plant, services, utilities, PV panels and site
hoarding during construction.
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Landmarque Belgard Development Company Limited
About Us
Landmarque Belgard Development Company Limited is an Irish based Property
Investor and Development Company, delivering mixed use property in Ireland
and the UK, as part of an international group of companies.

What we do & Who we are

Purpose

We have a proud track record of investment and
management totalling over €4.3 billion across Europe
(the UK, Belgium, Germany and France) and the Middle
East.

Landmarque’s purpose is to deliver long-term value for
all our stakeholders. Our stakeholders are residents,
owners, guests, workers, family, relatives, leaders,
planners, designers, educators, primary care workers,
builders, financiers, shareholders, commuters, essential
service workers, service providers, creatives,
musicians, leisure industry workers, sporting club
members, special needs workers… our stakeholders
are all those in the community, within which we invest.

We invest in ‘People and Places’, partnering with local
expertise and mixing it with global knowledge, to create
remarkable outcomes where people are happy to live,
work, rest and play.
We strive each day to celebrate diversity – age, gender,
ethnicity, sexual orientation and disability – and foster a
culture of inclusiveness – focusing our efforts on people,
how we live, their communities and local stakeholders
– identifying them as valued partners, with respect and
a sense of belonging - we put people at the centre of
what we create.
•

We measure and act on our environmental footprint.

•

We seek social and community engagement,
collaboration is key to our goals.

•

We ‘learn from all’ our partners and empower them
to deliver.

The Landmarque Belgard Development Company
Limited team is led by CEO Gary Cooper, who brings
over thirty years senior leadership in creating
“remarkable outcomes” in Ireland, the UK and
Australasia. A career based on collaboration, curiosity,
and bringing together the best people and
opportunities.
At Landmarque, we create these environments with a
sense of social cohesion and inclusion, keeping people
and community at the forefront of our minds. Gary and
the Board of Landmarque are committed to being at the
forefront of a new way of creating ‘better places’ for all
stakeholders.
6

Our efforts are shaped in intelligence, creativity,
imagination and having the ability to ask questions,
peering around corners to understand what could be,
and then seek to deliver. We empower our consultants
to deliver ‘better’ – better design, better use of space,
better social integration, better connectivity, better
sustainable outcomes, better air quality, better
recycling, better amenities for our occupiers and better
environments within which to live.
We question “what do our occupiers want”, and then
set about exceeding these expectations and delivering
better. Our performance is ‘benched’ in customer
satisfaction - where people want to live and be happy in
our spaces, not merely find shelter. Happy, satisfied
customers, occupiers, visitors and residents generate
healthy living and community spaces.
We aspire to build living communities and create
collaborative workspaces, that are future-proofed to
have people WANT to actively engage in their spaces
and community.

Our shareholders investment horizon is simple - €500
million investment over 5-7 years - that’s some 4,000
homes within Dublin City - including more than 400
Social and Affordable Homes, as well as commercial
spaces that meet the challenges of our new way of
living.
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Local is Brilliant. Global is as Brilliant. We employ locally
and engage internationally - from all walks of life,
orientation, culture and religion. We respect each other
and encourage these culturally diverse backgrounds to
acknowledge one another, and express themselves, to
create remarkable communities and shelter. It’s what we
do, and expect of ourselves.

Landmarque Belgard Development Company Limited
About Us
Our Approach
We are all connected, the environment we move in, the
buildings we live in, the community we choose and our
day-to-day interactions socially and in work.
We believe you can build and create great spaces while
holding the importance of people, community and the
environment at the core of everything we do.
“Never has it been more important than now to
take note of how people interact, live and move
together.”
At Landmarque, we recognise each environment we
work in has its own unique requirements. We believe in
collaboration and only work with experts who respect
the ‘physical environment’ and the ‘socio environment’.
Our partners have a common vision, to do the best they
possibly can.

We measure the sustainability impact of our projects on
the environment and work with our partners to create
sustainable solutions to reduce the environmental
impact of our schemes. Each project has a brief, that is
measured against environmental objectives, life cycle
costings, our green footprint, and commercial objectives.
We recognise that the health, wellbeing, productivity
and skills of our people are vital to our future success.
We invest in staff training, educational development and
wellness initiatives, while providing a stimulating
workplace that supports an engaging, open and
ethnically diverse and inclusive culture.
Our approach is underpinned by our values of loving
what we do, with intelligence, imagination, inclusion and
hard work.

We understand the importance of community life, of
neighbourhoods and building schemes that benefit the
people who live and work in our communities.

The Arboury, Tallaght
The South Dublin City Council Local Area Plan (LAP) for
the Town Centre of Tallaght, is ambitious and forward
looking, and eminently realisable. The LAP has clearly
set out a framework with which to encourage and realise
a more connected, engaging and dynamic area with
equal opportunities for all. Landmarque Belgard
Development Company Limited believe we can build on
the aspirations of the LAP, to help create a unique and
forward thinking environment, by delivering remarkable
living opportunities within the Town Centre, through our
Build to Rent, and Private Rental Sector Developments.
The LAP clearly focuses on the continued transformation
of the centre, increasing existing residential, commercial,
retail, civic, services and cultural uses and functions. The
community of Tallaght will be further expanded through
its support of the continued function of Tallaght Hospital
and facilitate improved access to the hospital, as well as
the planned expansion of Technical University of Dublin.

We also understand SDCC’s plan to improve urban
legibility throughout the area by providing new local
streets that embrace Belgard Road and its environs,
and in particular the new connection from Belgard North
to Tallaght Square. These urban objectives will realise a
substantial improvement in the condition of existing
streets, and create new living and open space
opportunities to encourage walking and cycling, improve
public transport access and connectivity, and remove
our reliance on cars within the Town Centre.
These qualitative ‘built environment’ imperatives will
assist the economic development of the precinct,
nurturing a sense of place and provide a uniquely well
connected and accessible centre for commerce, and
make it an incredibily attractive place for future living
opportunities.

Landmarque notes the clear ambition of the LAP, which
succinctly outlines that
“Tallaght LAP area is expected to be able to
accommodate between 8,410 to 11,090 new
homes; 7,800 to 15,300 additional jobs; and a
population of up to 34,000 people, over a
number of plan periods”.
The opportunity to participate in the growth of Tallaght,
and facilitate better living for its community is one we are
proud to engage and realise.
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C+W O’Brien Architects
About Us
We make exceptional places + spaces
C+W O’Brien is a leading, award winning
architects practice and part of the
Corstorphine + Wright Architects Group with
10 oﬃces across Ireland and the UK,
including Dublin, London, Warwick, Manchester,
Liverpool, Newcastle and Glasgow and two
oﬃces within the Birmingham area.
Marrying 35 years of professional experience with
cutting edge technologies, we produce design solutions
that enhance the built environment, transform cities and
communities and achieve outstanding commercial
success for our clients.
Across our network of offices, our 140+ strong team of
people includes some of the most talented and
dedicated professionals in the industry, working on
projects across all sectors and regions of the country.

The opening of the Dublin office was part of a
programme of expansion, which has since continued
with the opening of new offices in Galway, Glasgow,
Leeds and Birmingham City Centre. We are now in talks
to form additional offices to further increase our
geographical coverage.
As a practice, we stand out as one of the few
architects with the range of skills to take projects
through from concept to completion, offering both
the vision to design world-class schemes and the
technical skills and commercial awareness required
to deliver them on time and within budget. We
understand that great architectural designs need to be
aspirational, but they also need to be deliverable and to
work in the real world and so we take a holistic approach
to our projects, making sure that we consider them from
every angle.

We ensure that our developments don’t just look good;
they also deliver incredible and long-term value, meeting
our clients’ objectives and the needs and desires of the
end users for whom they were built.
In addition to our architectural talent, we employ an in
house team of graphic designers and 3D animators who
add value for clients throughout a project. By helping us
to accurately convey the vision for the project and
forming the basis for developed virtual environments
that can be tested and altered, these sketch models and
animations help to speed up the design process.
Always at the forefront of industry developments, we
invest in the latest technology and skills to help us to
continually innovate and go the extra mile for our clients.

Our exciting portfolio of innovative clients includes
Ireland’s largest property PLCs, along with the leading
developers and property and pension funds. Whilst our
specialities cover a wide range of sectors, the bulk of
our revenue arises from complex and large scale, mixed
use developments featuring residential, student
accommodation, commercial, hotel and leisure.
Recently, our achievements have included becoming
part of the Architects Journal top 100 practices in 2015
and 2016, and receiving a number of prestigious awards
such as the Irish Public Sector Magazine’s Excellence in
Business Award for Architecture and Project
Management two years in a row. We have also received
awards from a number of UK bodies including the British
Council for Offices, the British Council of Shopping
Centres and the International Council for Shopping
Centres.
The Dublin branch is led by Arthur O’Brien, who
joined Corstorphine + Wright’s London office having
previously run OBK Architects in Dublin, a thriving
architects practice in Ireland with a team of 70+ staff.
After initially working as a director at Corstorphine +
Wright’s London office, Arthur made the move to
re-establish the Dublin office.
8
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C+W O’Brien Architects are a registered architectural
practice with the RIAI and RIBA, and an ISO 9001
certified company. As a part of the Corstorphine + Wright
Architects Group with 10 offices across Ireland and the
UK, we are currently an Architects’ Journal Top 100
practice, and have been for a number of years.
In 2019, C+W O’Brien was awarded the The Public
Sector Magazine award for Excellence in Architecture &
Project Management for the fourth consecutive year. We
were also shortlisted finalists in four categories at the
Irish Construction Industry Awards.
In the recent past we have been shortlisted for a number
of awards including for “Housing Project of the Year” at
the Building and Architect of the Year Awards for our
project Stoneleigh in Craddockstown.

Executive Summary
0.1 Executive Summary
The proposed mixed use scheme has been developed
and designed with careful consideration given to the
existing built context and also the developments urban
location within the SDCC surround area and, specifically,
within the Tallaght Town Centre.

Application Site Area

Gross Internal Area

Density

8980 m²

29784m²

372 uph

Number of Units

Internal Communal Space

Plot Ratio

This document, along with the accompanying drawings,
schedules and reports that form this planning
application, sets out a design proposal that represents
the optimal solution that accounts for planning policy
(both local and national) and the commercial
requirements to make the development of the site
viable.

334

924 m²

3.32

Build to Rent Apartments

External Communal Space

Dual Aspect

118

2146m²

44%

One Bedroom

Total Communal Space

Site Coverage

193

3070 m²

60%

Studio - Work Unit

Commercial Space

Carparking

2

553m²

117 Spaces (0.35)

Two Bedroom 3 Person

Live-Work Commercial Space

Bicycle Parking

13

170m²

670

Two Bedroom 4 Person

Creche

The Design Team have completed an intensive period to
redesign the scheme to take account of comments
received in the form of an Opinion from An Bord
Pleanála. The following pages are a summary of the
Design Team’s response to this Opinion.
This Architect’s Design Statement presents the
background and design solutions that have led to the
form of this proposal. It has been structured to align with
the 12 principles as set out in the Urban Design Manual.
We note that there are many other documents that form
part of this planning application submission and we refer
the reader to these documents to for the full scope of
this scheme proposal.

109

Two Bed Duplex
5

144m²

Public Open Space
1489m² - 17%

Two Bed - Work Unit
1

Three Bedroom
11
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Executive Summary
0.2 An Bord Pleanála Opinion and Response
An Bord Pleanála Opinion
1.

Expansion of the overall Tallaght town centre
area. – Further consideration and / or
justification of the documents as they relate to
(density, height, plot ratio) regard being had to
recent similar cases in the Tallaght area, since
the adoption of the TTCLAP 2020 – 2026.
There is a need to further consider inclusion of
active uses, including at ground level to
activate the proposed pedestrian street and
provide facilities for the future residential
population specifically the contribution
proposed to the character and identity of the
neighbourhood. The subject site represents an
expansion of the existing Tallaght Town
Centre area, it is important that the proposed
scheme should be highly visually and
functionally connected to the town centre
development to the west. There needs to be
strong permeability within the scheme and
into adjoining lands. The proposal needs to
integrate successfully with the street network,
contribute to and enhance the character and
identity of the wider area.

Response to An Bord Pleanála
Prospective Applicant’s Comments:
Further to the Tripartite meeting on the 18th of January
2021 and following receipt of the An Bord Pleanála
Opinion the client along with the design team reviewed
the scheme as submitted taking regard to the
discussions at the tripartite meeting and the report
received by ABP from SDCC. Following a number of
workshops the team decided to make the following
changes to the scheme:

14

14

13

13

12

12

11

11

10

10

9
8

9

1

8

7
6
5

7
6

2

5

4
3

3

2

2

1

1

G

G
BLOCK C

BLOCK B

BLOCK A

North Elevation - Previous Tripartite Scheme
Key
1

Level of Marlet 9 storey block

2

Marlet 6 storey volume opposite middle block

3

Marlet set-back 4 storey block adjoining 7
storey volume

14

14

13

13

12

12

11

11

10
9

8

10
9

1

8

7
6
5

7
6

2

5

4

3

3

4
3

2

2

1

1

G

G
BLOCK C

BLOCK B

North Elevation - Current Proposal

10

4

3
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Executive Summary
0.2 An Bord Pleanála Opinion and Response
80m
70m
60m
50m
40m
30m
20m
10m

Proposed development for
Tallaght town centre

•

Sandyford Central SHD Granted March 2018

Reduction in heights of the building as noted below.
This reduction in height lead to reduction in unit
numbers, density and plot ratio.
•

Block A – Tower element reduced by two
storeys with the shoulder section reduced by
one storey. Remainder of the block reduced by
two floors.

•

Block B – The feature colonnade on top was
removed to bring it in line with the other blocks.

•

Block C – Tower element reduced by two
storeys with the shoulder section reduced by
one storey. Remainder of the block reduced by
one floor.

•

Addition of a basement to allow for the provision of
additional car parking for the scheme. The resulting
provision is for 0.35 spaces per apartment.

•

A review of the uses on the ground floor resulted in
the movement of the commercial spaces to the
western side of the development with the BTR
amenity space along the northern façade.

•

Review of the open space with an increase in
space provided on the southern boundary. This
was achieved by pulling back the podium between
Blocks A & B and creating a large public square.

•

Sentinel, Sandyford Granted June 2006

Rockbrook, Sandyford Granted Aug 2019

Clongriffen SHD Granted Dec 2019

Golf Lane Granted April 2021

Former Player Wills Site Granted Aug 2021

With the reduction of heights and reconfiguration of
blocks the overall unit no was reduced from 380 to 334.
As such the density of the scheme was reduced from
432 units per ha to 372 units per ha while the plot ratio
reduced from 3.63 to 3.32. It is submitted that these
amendments provide an excellent development with
high compliance with development management criteria
and policies.
Please refer to the Traffic and Transport Assessment
prepared by CS Consulting Group as part of this
application as well as Section 11 Parking of this report
for further detail on the provision of car parking for
the scheme.

S

Key
Red Luas Line
Key Axis

Review of the landscape strategy for the
public realm.

Urban Edges Suitable
for Building Heights of
6-7 Storey
S

Location of Site
Luas Stop
Key Building

N
Site Suitability for Additional Height
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Executive Summary
0.2 An Bord Pleanála Opinion and Response
As stated, the commercial uses proposed within the
scheme have been relocated to the western edge of the
development, providing a fine urban grain and
encouraging an active mix of uses, business types and
unit frontages at this location. The northern edge of the
development facing onto Belgard Square North hosts
the majority of the BTR amenity spaces which engage
with the street and are supported by the pocket parks
which form a critical part of the public realm.

2

2
2

1

2

This revised layout places a specific emphasis on the
inclusion of active uses on the ground floor and their
layout to promote an active streets frontage to the
pedestrian realm. The fine grain of the ground floor will
generate activity and draw people into the site. Careful
consideration has been given to the scale, layout and
organisation of the residential amenity spaces to ensure
that they provide a high quality environment that
supports the needs of the future residents. This mix of
commercial and communal amenity space, bolstered by
the design of the public realm, significantly enhances the
character and identity of the neighbourhood by creating
an attractive and distinctive built environment that is well
integrated into the existing area.

1

1

Please refer to Sections 7.0 Layout, 10.0 Privacy +
Amenities and 12.0 Detail Design of this document for an
outline of the proposed features and layout for the active
uses within the proposed scheme.
The reconfiguring of the ground floor to align more
closely with the vision of the LAP also supports the
visual and functional connection to the rest of the town
centre. In keeping with the Tallaght Town Centre Local
Area Plan 2020 – 2026, a new tertiary link has been

3

3

4

N
Ground Floor Plan - Reconfigured Layout
Key
1

2

12

A review of the uses on the ground
floor resulted in the movement of
the commercial spaces to the
western side of the development.
The internal communal amenity
spaces have been relocated to the
northern boundary of the site.
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4

Two pocket parks are created on
the northern pedestrian route to
make space to sit, relax and
socialise in proximity to the activity
of the residential facilities.

Residential

Review of the open space with an
increase in space provided on the
southern boundary. This was
achieved by pulling back the
podium between Blocks A & B and
creating a large public square.

Secure Bicycle Storage

Communal Amenity Space
Commercial
Crèche
Services
Plant
Circulation

Executive Summary
0.2 An Bord Pleanála Opinion and Response
created through the site along the southern boundary.
The review and increase of public open space along the
southern boundary connection improves upon the
permeability of the site and integration with the existing
street network.
The proposed masterplan includes elements that help to
maximise connectivity and permeability through the site
while creating spaces for people to gather, rest and play.
The enhancing and engagement with existing routes
around the site to the west, north and east promote
movement and engagement with the site while the new
connection along the southern boundary will increase
permeability between the existing town centre and lands
to the east of the site. These changes, in conjunction
with further progression of the architectural and
landscape proposals serve to contribute to and enhance
the character of the wider area.
Please refer to the detailed landscaping strategy that
has been prepared by Cameo & Partners Landscape
Architects and submitted as part of this application for
further details on the landscaping strategy.

Key
Vista
Primary / Secondary Route
New Home Zone
Edge of Raised Amenity
Stepped Access
Pedestrian Links / Crossings
Public Pocket Park / Plaza
Raised Courtyard
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Executive Summary
0.2 An Bord Pleanála Opinion and Response
An Bord Pleanála Opinion
2.

Further consideration of the documents as
they relate to the Architectural design and
rationale/ justification outlined as it relates to
the interaction with the surrounding area. A
justification for the proposed development,
having regard to, inter alia, urban design
considerations, visual impacts, site context,
the locational attributes of the area, linkages
through the site, pedestrian connections and
national and local planning policy. The further
consideration should specifically address
finishes of the blocks, the design relationship
between the individual blocks within the site,
the relationship with adjoining development
and the interface along the site boundaries.

Response to An Bord Pleanála
Prospective Applicant’s Comments:
In conjunction with changes to the scheme previously
outlined, and taking on board the comments above we
would note that:
i.

Urban Design Considerations: The proposed site
layout strategy is based on the principles of best
practice urban design. The layout provides a simple,
inviting and safe spaces and routes for residents
and visitors within and through the site that serve to
knit the development into its surroundings. The
design approach considered the improvement and
attractiveness of the public realm; activeness and
permeability of its connections; and elegance and
engagement of its elevations.

ii.

Visual Impacts: The visual impact of the
development has been significantly amended with
the reduction of height to the scheme. As per the
Townscape and Visual Impact Assessment, the
visual effects are predicted to be positive. This
reflects the high quality design of the proposal,
which responds appreciably to the physical context

(including the neighbouring permitted Marlet
scheme and the site’s pivotal position in the urban
structure) and the relevant LAP objectives. The
assessment found no negative visual effects for any
of the viewpoints.
Regarding building height, the key question is
whether the proposal would undermine the LAP’s
height strategy, or whether it would complement or
enhance the strategy. Analysis of the receiving
environment, relevant policy and the proposal
indicates that there is a strong argument in favour of
the development. The increased height is
appropriately located to mark the town centre
gateway and the interface between the town centre
and the university. The photomontages show that
the height would both add to townscape legibility
(by identifying a place of importance) and add visual
interest to views from a variety of angles and
distances. Importantly, the site is sufficiently
removed from any of the LAP-designated tall
building sites to avoid any dilution of their intended
effect.
Please see the Townscape and Visual Impact
Assessment that has been prepared by Modelworks
based on Verified Views prepared by 3D Design
Bureau and is included as part of this report.

Verified view showing proposed development and adjacent granted development from north west

iii. Site Context / Locational Attributes of the Area:
Tallaght Town Centre is a highly liveable, well
designed, quality urban environment where people
feel connected and there is a distinctive sense of
place. The proposed development is in keeping with
the spirit of the TTCLAP 2020 – 2026 and delivers
on the desire to “deliver high quality housing and
well connected neighbourhood areas with a strong
sense of community and social cohesion.” It is
envisioned that the high calibre architectural
scheme will significantly help improve the wider area
through establishing a new community development
to meet increasing demand for homes and
significantly enhanced public space. All of which will
complement the future development of local
amenities helping to enhance the existing hub at
Tallaght Town Centre.
Verified view showing proposed development and adjacent granted development from north east
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iv. Linkages through the Site/ Pedestrian
Connections: In keeping with the TTCLAP 2020 –
2026, a new tertiary link has been created through
the site along the southern boundary. This link,
which has been proposed as a linear park and
public open space, will act as a new route within
Tallaght Town Centre. The inclusion of this
pedestrian connection promotes permeability
through the site as well as integrates the site into the
existing street network and enhances the wider
public realm.
v.

National and Local Planning Policy: The proposed
scheme has been designed having regard to all
relevant key Governmental Guidelines. The scheme
has also been designed having regard to the South
Dublin County Development Plan 2016-2022 which
is the relevant statutory development plan for the
area as well as the TTCLAP 2020 – 2026.

10
9
4

S

2

Key
Main Road Network
Red Luas Line

8

5

Proposed Pedestrian Link along the
southern boundary of site
Luas Stop
S

Application Site

1

The Square Tallaght

2

South Dublin County Council

3

Tallaght Garda Station

4

TU Dublin - Tallaght Campus

5

Tallaght Retail Centre

6

Cost Less The Supermarket

7

Circle K

8

Tallaght Cross West (Aldi)

9

Tallaght University Hospital

10

Cookstown Industrial Estate

1

3

6

7

Key Building

N
Diagram showing Landscape Masterplan inserted into the wider area with existing links and future permeability through site
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Further consideration has also been given to the
following:
i.

ii.

Finishes of the Blocks: Each of the elevations are
considered carefully regarding aspect, massing and
scale. The elevations have mixed material palette
selected to create vibrant character areas which
combined a variety of finishes type/colour reduces
the elevations to a suitable aesthetic and scale. The
selection of durable materials provides low
maintenance requirements. Innovative building
techniques requires building designers to be
adequately knowledgeable and utilise a skill-set to
combine this technology with material selection to
create components with lower life-cycle costs.
Quality design and construction is fundamental to
ensuring the materials selected will be long life and
maintain quality aesthetic throughout their life.
Design Relationship between the Blocks: The
organisation of the proposed blocks has been
carefully considered and responds to daylight /
sunlight, orientation and views as well as their
relationship to one another. A comprehensive
daylight and sunlight analysis report has been
prepared by 3D Design Bureau which accompanies
this submission. This study has been used in the
design process to achieve the highest standards
possible within the development while having
minimum impact on the surrounding context. Please
see Section 12 (12.2 Deign Development- Daylight /
Sunlight Study) for full details.

iii. Relationship with Adjoining Development: The
Arboury development will create a tight urban grain
that follows that established in the granted
permission of the Marlet site adjacent and is in
keeping with the requirements of the TTCLAP 2020
– 2026. As mentioned in the previous section, the
heights have been reduced throughout the scheme
to more closely align with the adjoining
development and to create a more appropriate
dialogue between the sites.
iv. Interface along the Site Boundaries: As stated
above the southern boundary of the site has been
proposed as a new pedestrian connection and
public open space that provides a new tertiary route
within the network of Tallaght Town Centre.
Responding to comments from ABP and SDCC, the
western edge of the scheme is populated by the
commercial uses within the development. These
uses will activate the street frontage along this
boundary and support the already existing
commercial core of the town. The amenity spaces
are organised along the northern edge of the
development and face out onto two proposed
pocket parks. The interaction between these
communal amenity spaces and the public open
space of the parks will foster a sense of community
and connection for residents and visitors alike.
Finally, the eastern edge has a primarily residential
function with a number of duplex and workspace
units fronting out the street.

View of Proposed Development from Belgard Square North

View of Proposed Development from Linear Park from the East
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Planning Policy Requirement of the “Sustainable
Urban Housing: Design Standards for New
Apartments Guidelines for Planning Authorities
(2020)” states that a minimum of 33% of Dual Aspect
Units will be required in more central and accessible
urban locations. The proposed site is a central and
accessible location as outlined by this requirement.
The submitted design has provided 146 Dual Aspect
Units which equates to an overall percentage of 44%
of the apartments within the proposed scheme. It is
submitted that this is fully compliant with, and in
excess of, SPPR 4 of the “Sustainable Urban
Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments
Guidelines for Planning Authorities (2020).” As per
the guidelines, where single aspect apartments are
provided, the number of south facing units should
be maximised, with west or east facing single aspect
units also being acceptable. The proposed scheme
avoids any north facing single aspect apartments
ensuring that all living spaces are provided with
direct sunlight for some part of the day. The single
aspect apartments have been considered to ensure
that they are overlooking a significant amenity such
as the internal courtyards or have views to the
surrounding town and landscape beyond.

An Bord Pleanála Opinion
3.

Residential Design - Further consideration/
justification of the documents as they relate to
the quality of the proposed residential
amenity. This consideration should have
regard to, inter alia, the ‘Guidelines for
Planning Authorities on Sustainable
Residential Development in Urban Areas’
(including the associated ‘Urban Design
Manual’); the ‘Sustainable Urban Housing:
Design Standards for New Apartments –
Guidelines for Planning Authorities’ (2020) and
the and the relevant provisions of the TTCLAP
2020 – 2026, in particular, with regard to
number of single aspect units, and daylight
and sunlight access to internal habitable
areas and in particular to communal
courtyards. A Shadow Impact Assessment
required for communal open spaces, private
open space and public open spaces. The
further consideration of this issue may require
an amendment to the documents and/or
design proposals submitted relating, inter alia,
to layout of the proposed development,
improving the quality and providing extended
hours of daylight and sunlight to the internal
courtyards and to the public open space.

Response to An Bord Pleanála
Prospective Applicant’s Comments:
Further to the Tripartite meeting on the 18th of January
2022 and following receipt of the An Bord Pleanála
Opinion the design team reviewed the scheme as
submitted in relation to the residential amenity and in
response to the results of the Shadow Impact
Assessment. Following this review a number
i.

Single Aspect Units: The layout of the proposed
blocks has been carefully considered to respond to
daylight / sunlight, aspect and views with Dual
Aspect Units provided where possible. Specific

ii.

Daylight / Sunlight Access (General): As part of the
design process for the proposed The Arboury
development, 3D Design Bureau (3DDB) were
commissioned to carry out a daylight assessment,
sunlight assessment and shadow study which
accompanies this submission. This study has been
used in the design process to achieve the highest
standards possible within the development while
having minimum impact on the surrounding context.
The assessments carried out studied the level of
daylight in the proposed residential units and the
level of sunlight penetration into the proposed
outdoor amenity areas. CWOB and 3DDB worked
closely to ensure that high compliance rates of
daylight & sunlight quality were achieved. The final
report is a comprehensive assessment across the
scheme and advises the board on the circa
compliance rate across the scheme with living/
kitchen/dining (LKDs) space assessed at 2% daylight
factor.

1

1

N
Typical Floor Plan
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Key
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Dual Aspect Unit
Vertical Circulation Cores
Circulation Space
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iii. Daylight / Sunlight Access to Internal Habitable
Areas: The recommended minimum for Average
Daylight Factor (ADF) is based on the function of the
room being assessed. The recommendations as per
the BS 8206-2:2008 are as follows: 2% for kitchens;
1.5% for living rooms; and 1% for bedrooms. BS
8206-2:2008 also recommends that where a room
serves more than one purpose, such as the modern
day apartment design of the LKD space, the
minimum average daylight factor should be taken for
the room with the highest value. Following this
advice, a target ADF value of 2.0% has been applied
to LKDs within the proposed scheme. This proposed
development consists of 334 no. units of which 122
no. will be Build-to-Rent (BTR) while there are also 4
no. live-work units, which makes up circa 816 no.
habitable rooms. When assessing LKD’s against a
target value of 2%, circa 94% of the rooms meet the
recommendations. Given the size and density of the
proposed development the ADF compliance rate
could be seen as very favourable. Should full ADF
compliance be sought, design changes could be
needed, such as the removal of balconies or a
reduction of unit sizes. Such mitigation measures
could reduce the quality of living within the
proposed units to a greater degree than the
improvements that would be gained with increased
ADF values.

iv. Daylight / Sunlight Access to Communal
Courtyards: The BRE Guidelines recommend that
for a garden or amenity area to appear adequately
sunlit throughout the year, at least half of it should
receive at least two hours of sunlight on March 21st.
The external amenity spaces have been considered
carefully through all design stages and 3DDB have
evaluated the sunlight performance of the amenity
spaces as the design progressed to ensure sunlight
penetration was maximised. Both communal
courtyards greatly exceed the recommended
minimum area capable of receiving 2 hours of
sunlight on March 21st. Please see Section 12 (12.2
Deign Development- Daylight / Sunlight Study) for
full details of the Daylight / Sunlight Assessment.
Further consideration has also been given to the layout
of the proposed development and how to improve the
quality of the internal courtyards and the public open
space with particular focus on providing extended hours
of daylight and sunlight. The reduction in the proposed
heights of the scheme and the increase in public open
space provided on the southern boundary mentioned
previously will improve the quality of the internal
courtyards and public open space provided within the
development. Further refinement of the facades,
particularly in relation to the size, location and density of
balconies provided, will improve the quantity and
duration of daylight and sunlight provided to the internal
courtyards and public open space.

View of Courtyard and External Communal Space
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An Bord Pleanála Opinion

An Bord Pleanála Opinion

An Bord Pleanála Opinion

An Bord Pleanála Opinion

1.

2.

3.

4.

A visual impact assessment of the proposed
development that addresses, inter alia, the
height, scale and massing of the proposal in
the context of the transitional nature of the
receiving environment. The VIA should
address views along Belgard Road, including
the proposed treatment to the public realm.

Response to An Bord Pleanála
Prospective Applicant’s Comments:
A Visual Impact Assessment has been prepared by
Modelworks based on Verified Views prepared by 3D
Design Bureau. Please refer to these documents
submitted as part of this application.

A report that addresses the issues of
residential amenity, specifically with regards
to potential or perceived, overlooking,
overshadowing and overbearing. The report
shall include full and complete drawings
including levels and cross-sections showing
the relationship between the proposed
buildings within the scheme and adjacent
permitted residential development to the north
of the site.

Response to An Bord Pleanála
Prospective Applicant’s Comments:
As part of the planning submission CWOB have
undertaken a series of contextual elevations (4 no. in
total) at 1:500 scale. These have been undertaken to
provide further clarity on the design intent with regard to
the relationship between the proposed buildings within
the scheme and adjacent permitted residential
development to the north of the site.
In addition to the above, we refer ABP to Section 7.0
Layout, 8.0 Public Realm and 12.0 Detail Design of this
document that outlines in detail the residential amenity
spaces as well as the relationship between the buildings
and the adjoining open spaces.

A Daylight and Shadow Impact Assessment of
the proposed development, specifically with
regard to impact upon adequate daylight and
sunlight for individual units, public open
space, courtyards, communal areas, private
amenity spaces and balconies.

Response to An Bord Pleanála
Prospective Applicant’s Comments:
A comprehensive daylight and sunlight analysis report
has been prepared by 3D Design Bureau which
accompanies this submission. This study has been used
in the design process to achieve the highest standards
possible within the development while having minimum
impact on the surrounding context. Please see Section
12 (12.2 Deign Development- Daylight / Sunlight Study)
for full details. The chapter outlines the assessments
undertaken and results achieved while also outlining
benefits of balconies / private open space and
compensatory measures. These elements must also be
considered alongside scheme urban design
improvements to streetscape/public open space and the
overriding public realm strategy outlined within this
design statement.
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Justification of location, hierarchy and
quantum of open space provision, both
communal and public open space (POS).
Clarity with regard to compliance with
Development Plan standard.

Response to An Bord Pleanála
Prospective Applicant’s Comments:
A detailed landscaping strategy has been prepared by
Cameo & Partners Landscape Architects and is included
within this application. This includes plans and a report
outlining details of Public open space, addressing quality
and functionality of the landscape design proposals.
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An Bord Pleanála Opinion

An Bord Pleanála Opinion

An Bord Pleanála Opinion

An Bord Pleanála Opinion

5.

6.

7.

8.

Details specifying which areas are proposed
as public open space and which are specified
as communal open space, and showing which
areas it is proposed that the council would
take in charge. Where it is not proposed that
open space would be taken in charge, details
should be submitted as to how such space
would be managed including details of how
access to it and its use would be controlled
and who would take responsibility over the
long term for the costs arising from
maintenance and the liability for accidents.

Response to An Bord Pleanála
Prospective Applicant’s Comments:
As part of the planning submission CWOB have
prepared a Taking In Charge Plan which specifies which
areas are proposed as public open space that it is
proposed that the council would take in charge. Please
refer to drawing PE19150-CWO-ZZ-00-DR-A-0104 for
this information.
For open space that will be managed, a landscape
report has been prepared by Cameo & Partners
Landscape Architects and is included within this
application. This includes details about how such space
will be managed including details of how access to it and
its use would be controlled and who would take
responsibility over the long term. This document is
supported by the Operational Management Plan

Detailed landscape drawings that illustrate
hard and soft landscaping, useable communal
open space, meaningful public open space,
quality audit and way finding. The public open
space shall be useable space, accessible and
overlooked to provide a degree of natural
supervision. Details of play equipment, street
furniture including public lighting and
boundary treatments should be submitted.

Response to An Bord Pleanála
Prospective Applicant’s Comments:
A detailed landscaping strategy has been prepared by
Cameo & Partners Landscape Architects and is included
within this application. This includes drawings that
illustrate hard and soft landscaping, useable communal
open space, meaningful public open space, quality audit
and way finding. This report addresses play equipment,
street furniture including public lighting and boundary
treatments.

A life cycle report shall be submitted in
accordance with section 6.13 of the
Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards
for New Apartments (2020). The report should
have regard to the long-term management
and maintenance of the proposed
development. The applicant should consider
the proposed materials and finishes to the
scheme including specific detailing of finishes,
the treatment of balconies in the apartment
buildings, landscaped areas, child friendly
spaces, pathways, and all boundary
treatments. Particular regard should be had to
the requirement to provide high quality and
sustainable finishes and details which seek to
create a distinctive character for the
development.

Response to An Bord Pleanála

As per SPPR7 of the Sustainable Urban
Housing: Design Standards for New
Apartments Guidelines for Planning
Authorities, March 2020 the development
must be described in the public notices
associated with a planning application
specifically as including ‘Build to Rent’ housing
and a covenant / legal agreement is required
at application stage for the BTR portion of the
development.

Response to An Bord Pleanála
Prospective Applicant’s Comments:
All public notices associated with the planning
application will describe the development specifically as
include ‘Build to Rent’ housing. A covenant / legal
agreement has been submitted as part of this
application for the BTR portion of the development.

Prospective Applicant’s Comments:
Please refer to Building Lifecycle Report prepared by LIV
Consult and submitted as part of this application.

An Bord Pleanála Opinion
9.

A rationale or evidence based justification that
the proposed resident support facilities and
resident services and amenities are
appropriate and accord with SPPR7 (b) of the
Apartment Guidelines 2020.

Response to An Bord Pleanála

prepared by LIV Consult.

Prospective Applicant’s Comments:
In addition to the above, we refer ABP to Section 10.0
Privacy + Amenities and 12.0 Detail Design of this
document that outlines in detail the residential amenity
spaces.
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An Bord Pleanála Opinion

An Bord Pleanála Opinion

An Bord Pleanála Opinion

An Bord Pleanála Opinion

10. A Housing Quality Assessment that provides
details in respect of, the portion of proposed
build to sell apartments, set out as a schedule
of accommodation, with the calculations and
tables required to demonstrate compliance
with the various requirements of the 2020
Guidelines on Design Standards for New
Apartments. In the interests of clarity clear
delineation / colour coding of floor plans
indicating which of the apartments are
considered by the applicant as dual / single
aspect and which of the BTS apartments
exceeds the floor area by 10%.

11. Where an EIAR is not being submitted the
applicant should submit all necessary
information referred to in article 299B(1)(b)(ii)(II)
and article 299B(1)(c) of the Planning and
Development Regulations 2001 - 2018 for the
purposes of EIAR screening.

13. A report prepared demonstrating specific
compliance with the requirements set out in
the Design Manual for Urban Roads and
Streets and the National Cycle Manual for all
streets, including the revised junction to
replace the roundabout on Belgard Square
North and the proposed crossing of the
Belgard Road.

15. Details of any measures required to prevent
interference with aviation, in particular the use
of the helipad at the hospital at Tallaght

Response to An Bord Pleanála
Prospective Applicant’s Comments:
A Housing Quality Assessment has been prepared by
C+W O’Brien Architects and submitted as part of this
application. Please refer to Section 12 (12.10 Dual Aspect
& 12.11 Floor Area Exceeded) for full details on the dual /
single aspect apartments and which of the apartments
exceed the floor area by 10%.

Response to An Bord Pleanála
Prospective Applicant’s Comments:

Response to An Bord Pleanála

Please refer to EIAR Screening Report prepared by AWN
Consulting and submitted as part of this application.

Prospective Applicant’s Comments:

An Bord Pleanála Opinion

Please refer to Design Manual for Urban Road and
Streets and the National Cycle Manual – Compliance
Statement that has been prepared by CS Consulting
Group and submitted as part of this application.

12. A Traffic and Transportation Impact
Assessment.

An Bord Pleanála Opinion

Response to An Bord Pleanála

14. A Microclimate Impact Assessment.

Prospective Applicant’s Comments:
A Traffic and Transportation Impact Assessment has
been prepared by CS Consulting Group and submitted
as part of this application.

Response to An Bord Pleanála
Prospective Applicant’s Comments:
A Microclimate Assessment has been prepared by
Metec Consulting Engineers and submitted as part of
this application.
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Response to An Bord Pleanála
Prospective Applicant’s Comments:
An Aeronautical Assessment Report has been prepared
by O’Dwyer & Jones Design Partnership and submitted
as part of this application.

An Bord Pleanála Opinion
16. A full response to matters raised within the PA
Opinion and Appended South Dublin County
Council Department comments submitted to
ABP on the 11.01.2021.

Response to An Bord Pleanála
Prospective Applicant’s Comments:
Please refer to Section 0 (0.3 South Dublin County
Council Opinion and Response) for full response to
matters raised in the PA Opinion and South Dublin
County Council comments.
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An Bord Pleanála Opinion
17. A site layout plan indicating what areas, if any,
are to be taken in charge by the planning
authority.

Response to An Bord Pleanála
Prospective Applicant’s Comments:
As noted in point 5 above, CWOB have prepared a
Taking In Charge Plan which specifies which areas are
proposed as public open space that it is proposed that
the council would take in charge. Please refer to drawing
PE19150-CWO-ZZ-00-DR-A-0104 for this information.

An Bord Pleanála Opinion
18. Site Specific Construction and Demolition
Waste Management Plan.

Response to An Bord Pleanála
Prospective Applicant’s Comments:
A Site Specific Construction and Demolition Waste
Management Plan has been prepared by CS Consulting
Group and submitted as part of this application.
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South Dublin County Council Opinion

South Dublin County Council Opinion

South Dublin County Council Opinion

South Dublin County Council Opinion

The proposal is for a 8-15 storey development with
a plot ratio of 3.57, and a unit density of 417 units
per ha. The plot ratio exceeds the maximum
specified for this area (2.5) by 43%. The building
heights in the plan are in some places double
what is allowed for in the Plan. Furthermore, the
proposed development fails the criteria for taller
development which are provided in the Plan. The
proposed heights would materially contravene the
Local Area Plan, which was prepared in
accordance with the approach set out in the 2019
Building Height Guidelines.

The Planning Authority has serious concerns
regarding the public open space provision in the
proposed development. Notwithstanding that
communal open space is provided at podium level,
the ground level public open space would be
compromised by way of its scale, siting, and
treatment, and in terms of its amenity value,
functionality, and provision of play areas. The
public open space should be consolidated and
relocated within the site.

The Planning Authority does not object in principle
to the layout of the scheme but does object to the
height of the scheme. The narrow spaces between
the three blocks risk inadequate levels of sun and
daylight to units and spaces alike. It is considered
appropriate that the development shifts
northwards within the site to provide consolidated
open space as part of the home zone / southern
end of the development, and that the heights are
reduced in the scheme, alleviating potential
negative impacts.

The Planning Authority welcomes the local
homezone to the south of the scheme. This should
be a predominantly residential street with
commercial frontage relocated. The units should
be provided with own-door frontage and where
possible generous private amenity spaces. These
should be built-to-sell units.

Response to South Dublin County Council
Prospective Applicant’s Comments:
Please refer to the Material Contravention Statement
prepared by John Spain Associates which accompanies
this submission and addresses any issues relating to the
above.

Response to South Dublin County Council
Prospective Applicant’s Comments:
South Dublin County Council typically requires all new
residential developments, to incorporate a minimum of
10% of the total site area as public open space. This is
fundamental to contributing to a high quality of life for
those living, working and visiting the area. The site
layout provides 1,498 sqm of high quality public open
space which accounts for 17% of the site area.
Locating the public open space along the active edges
of the scheme creates ample opportunities to the
connect the proposed development with its
surroundings. The proposed public realm has been
designed to ensure that potential for anti-social
behaviour is minimised through passive surveillance.
Several children’s external play facilities are integrated
into the landscape strategy offering a variety of play
types for various age groups. These facilities are
provided in both public accessible and residents
accessible areas.
Please refer to the detailed landscaping strategy that
has been prepared by Cameo & Partners Landscape
Architects. Please also refer to Sections 7.0 Layout, 8.0
Public Realm, 10.0 Privacy + Amenities and 12.0 Detail
Design of this document that outlines in detail the public
open space.

Response to South Dublin County Council
Prospective Applicant’s Comments:
A comprehensive daylight and sunlight analysis report
has been prepared by 3D Design Bureau which
accompanies this submission. This study has been used
in the design process to achieve the highest standards
possible within the development and to ensure that units
and spaces receive adequate levels of sun and daylight.
Please see Section 12 (12.2 Deign DevelopmentDaylight / Sunlight Study) for details.

Response to South Dublin County Council
Prospective Applicant’s Comments:
Following receipt of South Dublin County Council’s
Opinion, the scheme evolved and further progressed
through the design process, responding to the feedback
of the council. Commercial units have been reduced and
realigned to front onto Belgard Square East with the rest
of the local homezone being predominantly residential.
These are own-door frontage units and where possible
generous private amenity spaces.

Furthermore, the design team has considered SDCC’s
comments regarding providing consolidated open space
at the southern end of the development. The design
response has been included in this proposal and
includes a reconfiguration and consolidation of the
space to the south of the scheme.
Please refer to Sections 7.0 Layout, 8.0 Public Realm,
10.0 Privacy + Amenities and 12.0 Detail Design of this
document as well as the detailed landscaping strategy
that has been prepared by Cameo & Partners
Landscape Architects and is included within this
application.
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South Dublin County Council Opinion
South Dublin County Council had recommended at
stage 1 that commercial use on the site should
increase. The applicant has proposed a more
residential-dominated development at Stage 2.
The Planning Authority does not object to the mix
in principle but would prefer to see higher level of
active frontage and town centre uses at ground
level.
At the same time, the viability of the units provided
is questionable given their overall scale and
spread across the site.
If commercial uses are increased / reconfigured,
any smaller units should be relocated to the
western edge of the development in support of
providing a fine urban grain, and encourage an
active mix of uses, business types and unit
frontages at this location.

Response to South Dublin County Council
Prospective Applicant’s Comments:
Following receipt of South Dublin County Council’s
Opinion, the design team reviewed the scheme as
submitted in relation to concerns regarding the viability
and activity of the commercial uses within the scheme.
Following this review, a decision was made to
reconfigure the layout of the ground floor.
Responding to SDCC’s comments, the commercial uses
proposed within the scheme have been relocated to the
western edge of the development in in support of
providing a fine urban grain, and encourage an active
mix of uses, business types and unit frontages at this
location. These units have also been consolidated to
ensure that they are adequately sized to ensure their
commercial viability. The northern edge of the
development facing onto Belgard Square North hosts
the majority of the communal amenity spaces which
engage with the street and are supported by the pocket
parks which form a critical part of the public realm.
Please refer to Sections 7.0 Layout, 10.0 Privacy +
Amenities and 12.0 Detail Design of this document for an
outline for proposed features, movement and use for the
commercial uses within the proposed scheme.
Further to this, a Social Infrastructure Assessment has
been prepared by John Spain Associates which
concludes that the proposed development will include
public open space, childcare, retail and a high quality
tertiary route which will benefit the existing and the
future residents in the area.
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South Dublin County Council Opinion
The Roads Department has recommended a
higher ratio of car parking at the site. 0.25 is
proposed, whereas a higher ratio (0.3 – 0.45)
would be appropriate.
The scheme should integrate with the revised
roads layouts proposed to the west and
north-west under the Bus Connects project. The
applicant should consider the location of the
vehicular access given the restrictions to private
traffic envisaged as per the proposed layout
changes under Bus Connects.

Response to South Dublin County Council
Prospective Applicant’s Comments:
As part of the revised layout, a basement has been
included to allow for the provision of additional car
parking for the scheme. This change allows for a higher
ratio of car parking at the site which is 0.35. This higher
ratio is in line with the recommendations of the Roads
Department.
Please refer to the Traffic and Transport Assessment
prepared by CS Consulting Group and submitted as part
of this application as well as the Material Contravention
Statement prepared by John Spain Associates. Section
11 Parking of this report includes further detail on the
provision of car parking for the scheme.
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Executive Summary
0.4 Twelve Criteria from Urban Design Manual
1-CONTEXT
HOW DOES THE
DEVELOPMENT RESPOND
TO ITS SURROUNDINGS?

The proposed scheme has been appraised with
the surrounding context in mind, in order to arrive
at an appropriate site layout which would not
generate any material adverse impacts over the
established town centre amenities surrounding the
site.
The current buildings on the proposed and
neighbouring sites are two storey commercial
buildings.
The proposed site is currently zoned as a Town
Centre and is covered under the recently approved
Tallaght Local Area Plan.
The development will respond to the primary route
of Belgard Road and the secondary routes of
Belgard Square North & East with active frontage
opening onto this route. The physical boundary to
the south has a wall separating the site from an
adjacent property along which the LAP seeks to
introduce a Tertiary route.

2-CONNECTIONS

3-INCLUSIVITY

HOW WELL CONNECTED IS
THE NEW NEIGHBOURHOOD?

The design approach of the proposed
development ensures the passive surveillance of all
pedestrian footpaths within and without the site
which stimulates connectivity with the adjoining
developments.
The design solution will develop in line with the
LAP with a new tertiary route proposed to the
southern boundary that will incorporate the main
public space with this being reciprocated by a
future development to the south.
The development will have easy access to the town
centre with The Square Shopping Centre and the
Tallaght Luas Stop within 500m walk. In addition,
Tallaght University Hospital and the TUD Campus
are in very close proximity
NTA acknowledged of Bus Connects enhanced
routes and our integration and engagement to
create better public transport engagement and
mobility options

HOW EASILY CAN PEOPLE USE
AND ACCESS THE
DEVELOPMENT?

The design of the proposed blocks provides for the
creation of streets with active frontage that will
enable easy access by all. The scheme will include
a range of retail, public and communal amenity
spaces and facilities for children of different ages,
parents and the elderly.
The Landscape design includes streets and
footpaths that provides for movement by any
person with mobility impairment. The goal is to
create a neighbourhood centre that people in the
local community will use for both retail and leisure.
This will be achieved by creating spaces that
people can pass through but also where they may
wish to stop for a time to meet, engage, dwell and
reflect.
The landscape comprises of roll-over kerbs and
level crossing of all streets which will comply with
the requirements of Part M of the Building
Regulations– Access for People with Disabilities.
For the proposed scheme the proposed primary
residential access points for the development have
been positioned to the north east, north and north
west of the site. This allows for connectivity to the
town centre, bus stops and the Tallaght Luas stop.
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4-VARIETY
HOW DOES THE
DEVELOPMENT PROMOTE A
GOOD MIX OF ACTIVITIES?

The development seeks to balance the provision of
commercial uses for the district with providing both
residential and amenity spaces.
The proposed development provides for a mix of
One, Two and Three bed apartments which vary in
sizes and orientation in order to ensure a mix of
tenures across the scheme. A number of Build to
Rent apartments are provided as part of the
scheme.
Build to Rent describes the practice of delivering
purpose-built residential rental accommodation and
associated amenity space that is designed with the
sole purpose of being used as long-term rental
accommodation and professionally owned and
managed by an institutional landlord
The open space also contributes to the quality of
life diversity in providing a range of public spaces:
outdoor seating areas and public pathways.
All of the above combined with the proximity to
Tallaght town centre create a sustainable
development in a district location.
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Executive Summary
0.4 Twelve Criteria from Urban Design Manual

A

5-EFFICIENCY
HOW DOES THE DEVELOPMENT
MAKE APPROPRIATE USE OF
RESOURCES, INCLUDING LAND?
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HOW DOES THE DEVELOPMENT
PROMOTE A GOOD MIX OF
ACTIVITIES?

The design team intend to achieve building
envelope and HVAC performance that is a
significant improvement on the statutory
requirements contained in the Irish Building
Regulations.

The proposed scheme will create a distinctive
neighbourhood centre and is of a density and
character that embraces its location and provides a
critical mass suitable to the emerging character of
the area.

The design team will achieve TGD Part L 2019
Nearly Zero Energy Buildings (NZEB) for the
proposed development. A preliminary DEAP
analysis has been undertaken on the residential
units within the development to inform the design
strategy, demonstrate compliance with the
domestic Building Regulations Part L and to ensure
that the targeted Building Energy Ratings (BERs) of
A3 (or better) will be achieved.

The proposed layout of the streets and design of
the buildings will create a high quality commercial
and residential environment which contributes to
the visual landmarks within the development. The
proposed layout also creates flexible internal and
external communal spaces for use by all residents.

It is now a requirement for all new domestic and
non-domestic buildings to meet the NZEB (Near
Zero Energy Building) standard. The design team
will incorporate the requirements of this standard
into the proposed development. The building
services design strategy for the proposed
development utilises as many sustainable design
options and energy efficient systems that are
technically, environmentally and economically
viable for the project to achieve a low energy and
environmentally friendly development, while also
providing suitable dwellings to meet current market
demands.

7-LAYOUT

6-DISTINCTIVENESS

The apartment blocks will be designed to create a
distinct language for the scheme with a good
variety across the facade design characterised by a
distinct palette of finishes. This use of differeing
materials and unique design will offer a specific
language to each block while also being consistent
with an overall high quality facade design
langauge.

HOW DOES THE PROPOSAL
CREATE PEOPLE-FRIENDLY
STREETS AND SPACES?

8-PUBLIC REALM
HOW SAFE, SECURE AND
ENJOYABLE ARE THE
PUBLIC AREAS?

The proposed layout has been developed as a
result of the collaborative work of the design team,
the application and in consultation with South
Dublin County Council and An Bord Pleanála.

The design philosophy for the proposed new
residential scheme at Belgard Road, Tallaght aims
to create a new and unique, high quality residential
community in the developing town centre setting.

The design approach considered the improvement
and attractiveness of the public realm; activeness
and permeability of its connections; and
appropriate urban edge as viewed from outside the
subject site and adjoining streets. The
development creates a series of pocket parks and
open spaces as well as a new tertiary route off
which blocks are created to house the commercial
and residential spaces.

The emerging landscape positively responds to the
site’s location through a series of connected public
and raised amenity pocket parks and courtyards
being established.

The proposed site layout strategy is based on the
principles of best practice urban design. The layout
which provides a simple, easy, attractive and safe
access for pedestrians and vehicles.

The landscape provides views to the Dublin/
Wicklow mountains towards the south and
strengthens green infrastructure through the
introduction of a new linear park and strong
east-west linkages that will provide improved
access for the local and emerging community.
It will also add defensible space between the
communal courtyards and the adjacent
private frontages.
Please refer to Landscape Design Statement for
more detail on the proposals for the Public Realm
of this proposed development.
*Planning Application Area - 0.898ha
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Executive Summary
0.4 Twelve Criteria from Urban Design Manual
9-ADAPTABILITY
HOW WILL THE BUILDINGS
COPE WITH CHANGE?

The development provides a mix of units which can
be reconfigured to adapt to the changing life cycles
and personal needs of residents.
Also, the apartments either meet or exceed the
minimum standard for unit size and can be adapted
to follow the needs of the future residents.
The architectural style is contemporary and reflects
the modern requirements to balance lighter,
elevations with the need to satisfy energy reducing
objectives.
Section 9 of this document sets out the principles
that the Design Team have incorporated to date
with the same principles guiding future decision
making as the development proceeds to tender
and construction phases.

10 - P R I V A C Y + A M E N I T Y
HOW DOES THE SCHEME
PROVIDE A DECENT
STANDARD OF AMENITY?

An extensive level of resident amenities will be
provided including a Resident’s Gym and Studio, a
number of Workhub and Bookable Spaces will be
provided at ground floor level, whilst a Resident’s
Lounge and Terrace will be available on one of the
upper levels. In addition to these spaces, a crèche
has also been provided at the ground floor level.
In response to modern working practices, the
Workhub will allow Residents to work from home in
a more social environment and will provide an
extended working space in addition to their
apartments.
For meetings and private gatherings, the Bookable
space will be available and reservations will be
facilitated by the on-site team. The areas will be
fitted out to a high standard and will allow for
flexible uses.
Communal open spaces are delivered through a
combination of podium and roof level spaces that
consist of informal gathering spaces, generously
landscaped podium gardens and areas for quiet
reflection as well as pocket parks linking with
commercial units to enable accessible and active
areas for all users.
Privacy and overlooking has been at the forefront
in the design of the apartments and the positioning
of balconies. The design ensures that people can
seek privacy within their own dwellings while still
having a connection to the outside.

11 - P A R K I N G
HOW WILL THE PARKING BE
SECURE AND ATTRACTIVE?

12 - D E T A I L E D D E S I G N
HOW WELL THOUGHT
THROUGH IS THE BUILDING
AND LANDSCAPE DESIGN?

The development has a low-car-traffic street design
and has been designed to promote activity with
pedestrian and bicycle friendly elements combined
with a proposed easy access route to the Belgard
Luas stop.

The design has been subject to several feasibility
studies, a pre-planning meeting and additionally
pre-application and subsequent local authority
consultations between the design team and South
Dublin County Council.

A total of 117 car parking space are provided
including 5 disabled parking spaces. These are
located under a podium which provides added
security and enhances the landscape.

The proposed development represents a
high-quality design whilst optimizing the
appropriate use of the site which will help meet the
ever-increasing demand for residential
accommodation.

A total of 484 bicycle parking spaces are provided
within the development for the residents. These
bicycle parking spaces are covered and secure as
required by the Sustainable Urban Housing Design Standards for New Apartments (Dec 2020).
In addition to the above there are a total of 186
bicycle parking spaces for use by visitors to the
development. 66 of these spaces are located
within the ground floor covered bike stores while
the remaining 120 are provided within the public
realm.
Refer to Section 11 for an outline of the location of
the proposed parking and to the relevant
supporting documentation submitted with this
application.
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The design treatment incorporates the latest
technologies to achieve the highest standards in
energy efficiency, also the selected brick finishes,
window selection and commercial frontage design
will compliment the current building stock in the
area while providing a new contemporary and high
quality expression.
The drawings, reports and other supporting
documents submitted as part of this application
contain the detail design information of this
planning application. The principal points are
summarised in Section 12 of this report. Please
refer to the relevant documents for greater detail.
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1.0 Context

AERIAL VIEW OF THE SITE LOOKING EAST TOWARDS THE M50
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1.0 Context
1.1 District

1-CONTEXT

7

HOW DOES THE
DEVELOPMENT RESPOND
TO ITS SURROUNDINGS?

The proposed scheme has been appraised with
the surrounding context in mind, in order to arrive
at an appropriate site layout which would not
generate any material adverse impacts over the
established town centre amenities surrounding the
site.

3
1

8

4
6

The current buildings on the proposed and
neighbouring sites are two storey commercial
buildings.

2

S
5

The proposed site is currently zoned as a Town
Centre and is covered under the recently approved
Tallaght Local Area Plan.
The development will respond to the primary route
of Belgard Road and the secondary routes of
Belgard Square North & East with active frontage
opening onto this route. The physical boundary to
the south has a wall separating the site from an
adjacent property along which the LAP seeks to
introduce a Tertiary route.

N
Key
Main Road Network

Luas Stop

S

Proposed Site

5

Square Shopping Centre

N81 Road

20 mins walking distance

1

Tallaght Town Centre

6

SDCC Offices

M50 Motorway

2

M50 Junction

7

Belmount Industrial Estate

Red Luas Line

3

Tallaght Campus - TUD

8

City West Business Park

4

Meath Hospital, Tallaght
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1.0 Context
1.2 Local

Site Locality
The site is located on the Belgard Road and is bounded
on two other sides by Belgard Square north and Belgard
Square East, north east of The Square Tallaght. It is
situated beside Clarity House which is located to the
south of the site.
The site is connected to several transport links such as
the M50 motorway and the N81 with a number of buses
passing by the site on Belgard Road and Belgard Square
North. The site is less than a 10 minute walk from the
Luas Red Line.

10
9
4

The site is centrally located within Tallaght’s Town
Centre and is within the confines of the recently
approved Tallaght Local Area Plan. The site is within
walking distance to the Square shopping centre, Tallaght
University Hospital and TU Dublin Tallaght Campus.

S

2

Key
Main Road Network

8

5

Red Luas Line
Luas Stop
S

Application Site

1

The Square Tallaght

2

South Dublin County Council

3

Tallaght Garda Station

4

TU Dublin - Tallaght Campus

5

Tallaght Retail Centre

6

Cost Less The Supermarket

7

Circle K

8

Tallaght Cross West (Aldi)

9

Tallaght University Hospital

10

Cookstown Industrial Estate

1

6

7

Key Building
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1.0 Context

1.3 Site Location

Tallaght University
Hospital

The Square
SC

Luas Stop

Belgard
Square North

Garda
Station

Application
Site
Belgard
Road

TUD - Tallaght
Campus
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1.0 Context

1.4 Site Boundary
Site Boundary
The development is bound by the primary route of
Belgard Road and the secondary routes of Belgard
Square North & East with active frontage opening onto
this route. The physical boundary to the south has a wall
separating the site from an adjacent property along
which the LAP seeks to introduce a Tertiary route. The
site ownership area is 0.898ha (8980m2)
The site is situated at the North East corner of the LAP
town centre zoned land, therefore it is a gateway site
leading from Belgard Road and Belgard Road North into
Tallaght centre.

Belgard
Road

Bel
dS
gar
a
re E

qua
st

Key
Site Ownership Boundary
LAP Town Centre Zone

34

N
Site Location Map
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1.0 Context

1.5 Site Description
Site Description
The proposed site consists of 0.898 Hectares
(2.22 Acres).

The topography of the site is flat with only localised falls
for drainage purposes.

The site is bounded by the Belgard Square to the East,
the Belgard Square North to the North, Belgard Road
East to the West and a neighbouring industrial unit to
the South.

The site is within walking distance to the Square
shopping centre (250m), the Tallaght University Hospital
(400m), TUD Tallaght Campus (50m), the Luas stops in
the town centre (500m) and at the hospital (600m).

The site currently serves a use for an industrial and
logistics warehouse & office, currently occupied by less
than 20 staff, occupied by ABB. It also contains a storage
yard with the remaing portion of the site used for
carparking. The site is currently accessed via the
Belgard Square East Road.

Key
Site Ownership Boundary
LAP Town Centre Zone

Aerial view from East of Site

Aerial view from South of Site

Aerial view from West of Site
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1.0 Context
1.6 Site Photos
1

1

2

3

View from North East - Belgard Road

2

View from West - Belgard Road

36

Key Map

3

View from South East - Belgard Road
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1.0 Context
1.6 Site Photos
4

5

4

6

View from North West- Belgard Square North / East Roundabout

5

View from North - Belgard Square North Road

Key Map

6

View from South West - Belgard Square East Road
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1.0 Context

1.7 Historical Context
Site Historic Context
The site sits within a setting which has been subject to
significant change over the years. As shown in the OSI
Historic 6 inch map below and again in the Historic
25inch map the site is in a primarily undeveloped area
until the recent past.
The land located within the site has a finer grain than
some of the surrounding area as seen in the Historic 6
Inch map. There is also a post office noted in the area
which is changes to “Rose Villa” by the time of the 25

Inch map. Roads that follow the lines of Belgard Road
and Blessington Road are visible in both maps and their
outlines are apparent on the urban grain of Tallaght
today.
The OSI 2005 aerial image shows the area developed
as a primarily industrial area. The lands are mainly as
they are today. The building that currently sits on the site
is present, as is the other industrial building located to
the south.

OSI 2005 Aerial Image

OSI Historic 6 inch Map - 1831-1846 (Indicative site outline only)
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OSI Historic 25 inch Map (Indicative site outline only)
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1.0 Context
1.8 Local
Key
Luas Line
Luas Stop

Local Granted Planning Permissions
1

Site Ownership Boundary
Permitted Scheme
Planning Under Design Development
Town Centre

2

SHD Bord Pleanala Ref 30839820 - 133 no. affordable apartments

3

SHD Bord Pleanala Ref 303306 438 no. residential units, 403 student
accommodation beds and 7,000 sq ft of
retail.

Surrounding Context
T

Tallaght Town Centre

V

Tallaght Village

P

Bancroft Park

TC

Tallaght Campus - TUD

H

Tallaght University Hospital

SQ

Square Shopping Centre

SD

SDCC Offices

4

5

6

S99A / 0453
Alteration, internal extension to first floor
warehouse, mezzanine and two storey
extension to the side of the warehouse to
provide for additional office space and
canteen and additional car spaces. (Granted
Permission)

S

S01A / 0509
Variation to a previously Approved Planning
Permission reg. ref. S99A / 0453 (for the
alteration and internal extension to first floor
warehouse mezzanine to provide for
additional office space and canteen and
additional car spaces). The application is for
a change of use from industrial storage
space to office space. The subject areas are
on the ground and first floor. (Granted
Permission)

SHD Bord Pleanala Ref 30306 328 no. apartments, crèche and associated
site works.

8

11
14

13
8
1
5

2
H

6

15

4

9

10

Tallaght Innovation Centre Proposed new Innovation Centre.

SHD Bord Pleanala Ref 311725 242 no. apartments, creche and associated
site works.

16

12

PL06S.306705 - Gallaher Site 502 no. apartments and a creche.

Tallaght Apartment Development 133 affordable rental apartments with a
community facility.

Planning History of Site
S

SHD Bord Pleanala Ref 301204 196 no. apartments, a commercial unit, an
office, a crèche and a gym.

3

P

TC

7

S

SD

17

T

V

Under Development
9

Marlet Site - Phase 2 under design
development

10

Phase 2 of SHD, An Bord Pleanala - Ref
30898-20

11

Bartra Site - under design development

12

Comans site - under design development

13

Glenabbey site - under design development

14

Unit 1 Cookstown - under design
development

15

Bancroft Park - under design development

16

Agneli Motors Site - under design
development, An Bord Pleanala - Ref 311038

17

SQ

N

Belgard Square East - - under design
development
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1.0 Context
1.9 Site Zoning

South Dublin County
Development Plan
2016-2022:
This site is zoned ‘Objective TC’
under the South Dublin County
Development Plan which aims
‘to protect, improve and provide for
the future development of Town
Centres’.

Key
S

Location of Site
Objective RES - To protect and/
or improve residential amenity

S

Objective RES-N- To provide for
new residential communities in
accordance with approved area
plans
Table 11.5: Zoning Objective ‘TC’: ‘To protect, improve and
provide for the future development of Town Centres’

Objective SDZ - To provide for
strategic development in
accordance with approved
planning schemes

USE CLASSES RELATED TO ZONING OBJECTIVE
Permitted in Principle
Advertisements and Advertising Structures, Bed & Breakfast, Betting
Office, Car park, Childcare Facilities, Community Centre, Conference
Centre, Crematorium, Cultural Use, Doctor/Dentist, Education, Embassy,
Enterprise Centre, Funeral Home, Garden Centre, Guest House, Health
Centre, Home Based Economic Activities, Hospital, Hotel/Hostel, Housing
for Older People, Industry-Light, Live-Work Units, Nightclub, Nursing Home,
Office-Based Industry, Offices less than 100 sq.m, Offices 100 sq.m - 1,000
sq.m, Offices over 1,000 sq.m, Off-Licence, Open Space, Petrol Station,
Place of Worship, Primary Health Care Centre, Public House, Public
Services, Recreational Facility, Residential, Residential Institution,
Restaurant/Café, Retail Warehouse, Retirement Home, Shop-Local,
Shop-Major Sales Outlet, Shop-Neighbourhood, Sports Club/Facility,
Stadium, Social Club, Veterinary Surgery.
Open for Consideration
Allotments, Industry-General, Motor Sales Outlet, Outdoor Entertainment
Park, Recycling Facility, Science and Technology Based Enterprise, Service
Garage, Transport Depot, Traveller Accommodation, Warehousing,
Wholesale Outlet.
Not Permitted
Abattoir, Aerodrome/Airfield, Agriculture, Boarding Kennels, Camp Site,
Caravan Park-Residential, Cemetery, Concrete/Asphalt Plant in or adjacent
to a Quarry, Fuel Depot, Heavy Vehicle Park, Industry-Extractive,
Industry-Special, Refuse Landfill/Tip, Refuse Transfer Station, Rural
Industry-Food, Scrap Yard, Wind Farm.
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Objective REGEN - To facilitate
enterprise and/or residential-led
regeneration
Objective TC - To protect,
improve and provide for the
future development of Town
Centres
Objective MRC - To protect,
improve and provide for the
future development of a Major
Retail Centre
Objective DC - To protect,
improve and provide for the
futuredevelopment of District
Centres
Objective VC - To protect,
improve and provide for the
future development of Village
Centres
Objective LC - To protect,
improve and provide for the
future development of Local
Centres
Objective RW - To provide for
and consolidate retail
warehousing
Objective EE - To provide for
enterprise and employment
related uses

N
Extract from South Dublin County Development Plan 2016-2022 zoning Map No. 9 showing the application site (outlined in red)
within lands with Zoning Objective ‘REGEN’
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1.0 Context
1.9 Site Zoning

URBAN CENTRES & RETAILING (UC&R)

SOUTH DUBLIN COUNTY COUNCIL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 2016 - 2022

5.1.1 Town centres
(Extracted from SDCC Development Plan 2016-2022)

Figure 5.2: Urban Hierarchy

Tallaght is the County Town and Clondalkin is a major Town Centre, at the top
of the County’s urban hierarchy. A Town Centre Zoning Objective is applied
to these areas: Land Use Zoning Objective ‘TC’: ‘To protect, improve and
provide for the future development of Town Centres’.

N
PALMERSTOWN VILLAGE

LUCAN VILLAGE

PALMERSTOWN
LUCAN

ADAMSTOWN

CLONBURRIS

CLONDALKIN TOWN CENTRE
ASHLEAF

KILNAMANAGH

NEWCASTLE VILLAGE

RATHFARNHAM
VILLAGE

TEMPLEOGUE VILLAGE

RATHFARNHAM

TALLAGHT TOWN CENTRE

RATHCOOLE VILLAGE

KNOCKLYON

CITY WEST

FIRHOUSE

SAGGART VILLAGE

URBAN CENTRES (UC) Policy 2 Town Centres

RETAIL (R) Policy 3 Tallaght Town Centre

It is the policy of the Council to reinforce the role of Tallaght as the County
Town and Clondalkin as a major Town Centre at the top of the County’s
urban hierarchy.

It is the policy of the Council to maintain and enhance
the primary retailing and major town centre function of
Tallaght Town Centre as a Level 2 Retail Centre.

UC2 Objective 1:

R3 Objective 1:

To promote Tallaght Town Centre as the primary urban centre in the
County by directing higher order retail, retail services, residential, cultural,
leisure, financial, public administration, restaurants/bars, entertainment
and civic uses into and adjoining the Core Retail Area of this centre.

To continue to develop Tallaght as a vibrant and
sustainable County Town at the top of the County’s
settlement and retail hierarchies, and improve
Tallaght’s importance in regional retail terms.

UC2 Objective 2:

R3 Objective 2:

To promote Clondalkin Town Centre as a primary urban centre in the
County by directing higher order retail, retail services, residential, cultural,
leisure, financial, public administration, restaurants/bars, entertainment
and civic uses within and adjoining the Core Retail Area of this centre.

To facilitate the provision of the highest level and
broadest range of retailing in the County in the Core
Retail Area of Tallaght Town Centre, along with a broad
range of services and functions in the wider Town
Centre and Village Centre zonings.

UC2 Objective 3:
To support and facilitate the future development of tourism related
infrastructure and promote events such as markets, festivals and concerts
in Tallaght and Clondalkin town centres.
UC2 Objective 4:
To encourage and facilitate the re-use and regeneration of derelict land
and buildings for retail and other appropriate centre uses and encourage
the full use of buildings and in particular the use of upper floors and
backlands with due cognisance to the retail sequential approach, quality
of urban design, integration and linkages.

Motorway

Town Centre

To reinforce town centres as the priority location for new mixed use
development, with urban design, integration and linkage as important
considerations.

Village Centre

UC2 Objective 6:

Urban Hierarchy

Major Roads
Local Roads
Grand Canal
Railway Line
Luas Red Line

R3 Objective 3:
To promote the intensification of the Core Retail Area
of Tallaght.
R3 Objective 4:
To promote and encourage the development and
redevelopment, to a high standard of urban design, of
the identified Retail Opportunity Sites at, and adjacent
to, the Square Shopping Centre and the former
Woodies site on the Belgard Road.

UC2 Objective 5:

LEGEND
SDCC County Boundary

5.6.0 Retail Centres
(Extracted from SDCC Development Plan
2016-2022)

To provide a broad range of facilities and services in Tallaght and
Clondalkin Town Centres and support the role of these centres as the
focus for commercial activity, leisure, entertainment, community activities
and public transport.

District Centre
0

1

2

3

4

km

85
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1.0 Context

1.10 Tallaght LAP (Extracts)
3.2 The Centre

Key Objectives:

Continued transformation towards a high quality mixed
use urban centre of city scale and character, with a
vibrant mixed use residential community continuing to
emerge in an attractive network of streets.

•

Continue the transformation of the centre with an
increase in existing residential, commercial, retail,
civic, services and cultural uses and functions.

•

Support the continued function of Tallaght Hospital
and facilitate improved access to the hospital

•

Improve urban legibility throughout the area by
providing new local streets including an extension to
Airton Road to Cookstown Road; and Cookstown
Road to Belgard North; and a new connection from
Belgard North to Tallaght Square

Gross Area

42 hectares

Land use
Mix

Mixed uses including, retail, office-based
employment, civic and residential
development to complement existing
commercial development. New
development areas to include
supporting non-residential development
particularly at ground floor level.

Plot Ratio
Range

1.5:1 (Low)

Building
Height

Primary
Frontage

(6–7 Storeys Residential)+
1 recessed), (5–6 storeys
non-residential) + 1
recessed. See
accompanying Overall
Urban and Route
Structure drawing

Secondary
Frontage

(4–6 storeys Residential,
3–5 storeys
non-residential)

Other
Frontages

3–4 storeys (Res/
Non-Res) (Section 2.6.2
refers) and accompanying
overall urban Design
Statement

2:1 (High)

•

Improve the condition of existing streets to
encourage walking and cycling

•

Facilitate and support the delivery of a transport
interchange integrating Luas, bus, cycle & taxi on
land in and around Tallaght Square.

Landmark
Junction of N81 with
Blocks/Sites Cookstown Way and
Belgard Road
Open
Space

42

Urban square, local pocket parks, urban
spaces and green corridors
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•

Facilitate economic development and provide an
enterprise centre.

•

Improve interface with all existing and proposed
routes and open spaces.

•

Encourage new development on existing areas of
surface car parking.

•

Provide new primary and secondary open spaces.
Including provision of a new urban square to the
north of Belgard Square North.•Improve and
enhance the public realm.

•

Improve connectivity to all surrounding areas.

•

Promote the provision of a post primary school to
serve the Tallaght catchment.

•

Promote provision of primary school to serve the
area.

1.0 Context

1.10 Tallaght LAP (Extracts)

S

Existing context / environment (The Centre)

S

Urban function / uses (The Centre)

Key

Key

S

Arterial Route

LAP Boundary

LUAS

LAP Boundary

Primary Route

Place Boundary

Mixed Use Frontage

Place Boundary

Secondary Route

Existing Urban Block

Tertiary / Local Route

Water Course

Pedestrian Route

Landmark / Civic Building

Institutional

LUAS

Existing Building

Amenity / Recreation

Existing Open Space / Amenity

Commercial

Institutional

Industry / Distribution

Location of Site

Mixed Use A (High Use Mix)
S

Location of Site

Mixed Use B (Residential and Mixed Use)

Hospital
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1.0 Context

1.10 Tallaght LAP (Extracts)
Key
LUAS
Removed Pedestrian Bridge
Existing / Improved Arterial Route
Existing / Improved Primary Route
Existing / Improved Secondary Route
Proposed Secondary Route
Existing / Improved Tertiary Route / Local Route / Homezone
Proposed Tertiary Route / Loute / Homezone
Existing / Improved Strategic Amenity Route
Proposed Strategic Amenity Route
New / Improved Pedestrian Route
Existing / Improved Water Course
S

S

Location of Site
Signal Junction
Pedestrian Crossing
Transport Interchange
Potential for Higher Buildings (additional 4 storeys residential
or 3 storeys commercial)
Proposed School Site
Proposed Future South Dublin County Council (SDCC)
Housing Scheme
Proposed Innovative Centre
LAP Boundary
Place Boundary
Landmark / Civic Building
Existing Building
Institutional
Existing Open Space / Amenity
New Urban Square
Local Pocket Park

N
Overall Urban Structure (The Centre)

Urban Space
Existing / Improved Landscape
Existing / Improved Water Body
6-7 Storeys Residential or 5-6 Storeys Commercial
4-6 Storeys Residential or 3-5 Storeys Commercial
3-4 Storeys Commercial or Residential
Urban Grain

44
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2.0 Connectivity

2.0 Connectivity
2.1 Wider Connectivity
2-CONNECTIONS
HOW WELL CONNECTED IS
THE NEW NEIGHBOURHOOD?

8

The design approach of the proposed
development ensures the passive surveillance of all
pedestrian footpaths within and without the site
which stimulates connectivity with the adjoining
developments.

2
7

The design solution will develop in line with the
LAP with a new tertiary route proposed to the
southern boundary that will incorporate the main
public space with this being reciprocated by a
future development to the south.
The development will have easy access to the town
centre with The Square Shopping Centre and the
Tallaght Luas Stop within 500m walk. In addition,
Tallaght University Hospital and the TUD Campus
are in very close proximity

9

3

1
4

6

S

2

5

NTA acknowledged of Bus Connects enhanced
routes and our integration and engagement to
create better public transport engagement and
mobility options

10

N
Key

48

6

SDCC Offices

Tallaght Town Centre

7

Belmount Industrial Estate

2

M50 Junction

8

Parkwest Business Park

Red Luas Line

3

Tallaght Campus - TUD

9

City West Business Park

Green Luas Line

4

Meath Hospital, Tallaght

10

Dundrum Town Centre

Trainline

5

Square Shopping Centre

Main Road Network

Luas Stop

S

Proposed Site

N81 Road

Train Station

1

M50 Motorway

20 mins walking distance
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2.0 Connectivity
2.2 Public Transport
Public Transport
The site is ideally located to take advantage of the
existing public transport links in the immediate and
surrounding vicinity. Tallaght is well served by Dublin
Bus and the Luas Redline both in terms of number of
routes and frequency, connecting locally and to Dublin
city centre. Typical bus journey time to the city centre is
50mins, while the Luas typically takes 45 minutes.

3

5

4

Bus Routes

1

Belgard Road
Dublin Bus Routes

S

Nos - 27, 65, 76, 76a & 175

Belgard Square North
Dublin Bus Routes

Nos - 27, 54a, 65, 75, 75a,
76, 76a, 77a &175

6

Proximity to Luas Stops
Luas Stop

Distance Walking Time

Tallaght Town Centre

500m

8 mins

Tallght Hospital

600m

9 mins

3

N
Key

S

Luas (Red Line)

1

Site of New School

Bus Routes

2

Proposed new Public Spaces

Cookstown Way Road Extension

3

The Square Shopping Centre North Entrance

Location of Site

4

Tallaght Hospital

Bus Stops

5

TUD Tallaght

Luas Stop

6

SDCC Offices
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2.0 Connectivity

2.3 Existing Connectivity
Existing Connectivity
One of the specific objectives of the South Dublin
County Council Development Plan is to implement, at
appropriate locations, pedestrian permeability schemes
and enhancements.
Existing pedestrian facilities on Blessington Road,
Belgard Square East, Belgard Road, Belgard Square
North and other neighbouring streets in the vicinity of
the development site are generally in good condition.
Raised footpaths and public lighting are in place along
all streets in the vicinity of the subject development site.
The Luas light rail network consists of two principal lines,
which connect to one another in Dublin City Centre. The
subject development site is located within a 5-minute
walk of the Tallaght (The Square) Stop on the Luas Red
Line. Light rail services operating to and from this stop
connect it directly to the Point, in the northeast, and to
Saggart in the west via an interchange at Kingswood in
the north; interchange with the Luas Green Line is
possible at Abbey Street. Trams serve the Suir Road
stop at intervals of approximately 3-4 minutes at peak
times.
S

Bus stops on Belgard Square North, Belgard Road and
Blessington Road, within a 5-minute walk of the subject
site, are served by 7no. bus routes, 1no. of which operate
at a peak-hour frequency of 10mins.
Cycle infrastructure is present on Belgard Road in the
vicinity of the subject development site. Advisory cycle
lanes are present in both directions on Belgard Square
East in the vicinity of the subject site. There is no other
existing cycle infrastructure in the immediate vicinity of
the subject development site.

N
Key
Luas (Red Line)
Bus Routes
N81 Major Road Link
M50 Motorway
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S

Location of Site
Luas Stop

2.0 Connectivity
2.4 Bus Connects
Bus Connects
The development will have easy access to a number of
bus routes as Tallaght is a well-connected town that is
close to Dublin City Centre. Dublin Bus have nine stops
directly adjacent to the site. Further upgrading of public
transport infrastructure is outlined in the Tallaght LAP.
This shows a commitment to increasing transport options
for the area and people.
Part of these upgrade works include the proposed Bus
Connects Dublin Area Revised Bus Network project
which aims to implement Core Bus Corridor No. 9
Greenhills / City Centre. The Greenhills / City Centre
Core Corridor is proposed to commence on Belgard
Square West, adjacent to the proposed site, and transit
through Walkinstown, Dolphins Barn, the Coombe and
into Dublin City Centre.

S

A bus interchange will be located in Tallaght Town
Centre and will be a focus for all of the bus routes in the
Tallaght area, providing seamless interchange between
bus services, Luas and the Town Centre. The route
passes by the application site along a new road layout
connecting Belgard Square North to the Old Blessington
Road with new dedicated bus lanes, a bus stop and
cycle tracks.

S

The scheme has been carefully considered and
designed to respond to both the existing Greenhills road
‘condition’ and the future Bus Connects ‘condition’ This
is an important consideration which was discussed with
SDCC during the design process to ensure the proposed
scheme maximises its potential in both scenarios.
Key
S

Location of Site
Spine / Branch Routes
Orbital Routes
Other City Bound Routes
Local Routes
Peak Time Routes
Terminus

Source: BusConnects
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2.0 Connectivity

2.5 Bus Connects - Site

012345567823460123442

 

6664186

Public Transport
The development has taken into account the updated
bus corridor preferred Routes for the Greenhills to City
Centre route as set out in te National Development Plan
2018 - 2027 and the Transport Strategy for the Greater
Dublin Area 2016 - 2035
The document sets out

S

“The transport assessment of the core bus
corridor proposals is focussed on the movement
of people” rather than, solely, the movement of
vehicles. In order to adequately determine the
impact on public transport, active modes
(walking and cycling), and general traffic, a
comprehensive suite of transport models have
been developed.”
With this in mind the development will benefit in relation
to the connectivity.

Key

S

52

Location of Site
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3.0 Inclusivity

3.0 Inclusivity

3.1 Site Accessibility
3-INCLUSIVITY
HOW EASILY CAN PEOPLE USE
AND ACCESS THE
DEVELOPMENT?

The design of the proposed blocks provides for the
creation of streets with active frontage that will
enable easy access by all. The scheme will include
a range of retail, public and communal amenity
spaces and facilities for children of different ages,
parents and the elderly.
The Landscape design includes streets and
footpaths that provides for movement by any
person with mobility impairment. The goal is to
create a neighbourhood centre that people in the
local community will use for both retail and leisure.
This will be achieved by creating spaces that
people can pass through but also where they may
wish to stop for a time to meet, engage, dwell and
reflect.
The landscape comprises of roll-over kerbs and
level crossing of all streets which will comply with
the requirements of Part M of the Building
Regulations– Access for People with Disabilities.
For the proposed scheme the proposed primary
residential access points for the development have
been positioned to the north east, north and north
west of the site. This allows for connectivity to the
town centre, bus stops and the Tallaght Luas stop.

56

Key
Vehicular Route
Vehicular Access
Cycle Route
Cycle Access
Pedestrian Route
Pedestrian Access
Residents’ Access to Ground
Floor Apartments
Communal Amenity Space
Commercial
Crèche

Illustrative Site Plan
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3.0 Inclusivity

3.1 Site Accessibility
Inclusive design, universal design and design for all are
terms used to describe an approach of developing
products, services and environments, which are usable
and attractive for a large number of people regardless of
age, gender, language and ability.
The three terms inclusive design, universal design and
design for all, are today often used interchangeably.
The principal behind them is basically the same, “to
promote an approach to design that understands and
respects the needs of a diverse range of users” The
terms are used in different parts of the world as a result
of their origin. Even though the goal is primarily the
same, methods have been developed with a close
connection to specific terms.
The quality of buildings and spaces has a strong
influence on the quality of people’s lives. Decisions
about the design, planning and management of places
can enhance or restrict a sense of belonging. They can
increase or reduce feelings of security, stretch or limit
boundaries, promote or reduce mobility, and improve or
damage health. They can remove real and imagined
barriers between communities and foster understanding
and generosity of spirit.
Even though accessibility has improved over the last
decade, and planning policy has shifted, with investment
providing new facilities to once-excluded communities,
the fact remains that poor and disadvantaged people
are far more likely to live in poor quality environments.
Social, cultural and economic inequalities are still being
literally built into new places, and planners and
designers need to examine more closely the impact of
their decisions.
The design strategy will have a policy of inclusivity first
in all our designs. We promote this in all of our building
types, especially in our multi-unit residential projects
which have an added advantage of being a place where
people of many persuasions can come together to break
down the barriers that exist between them.
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4.0 Variety
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4.0 Variety

4.1 Apartment Mix
Precedent Images:
4-VARIETY

Number of Units
334

HOW DOES THE
DEVELOPMENT PROMOTE A
GOOD MIX OF ACTIVITIES?

Build to Rent Apartments
122

One Bedroom
The development seeks to balance the provision of
commercial uses for the district with providing both
residential and amenity spaces.
The proposed development provides for a mix of
One, Two and Three bed apartments which vary in
sizes and orientation in order to ensure a mix of
tenures across the scheme. A number of Build to
Rent apartments are provided as part of the
scheme.
Build to Rent describes the practice of delivering
purpose-built residential rental accommodation and
associated amenity space that is designed with the
sole purpose of being used as long-term rental
accommodation and professionally owned and
managed by an institutional landlord

193

Studio - Work Unit

Amenities - Gym
One Bed Apartment

2

Two Bedroom 3 Person
13

Two Bedroom 4 Person

Resident’s Lounge

109

Two Bed Duplex
5

The open space also contributes to the quality of
life diversity in providing a range of public spaces:
outdoor seating areas and public pathways.

Two Bed - Work Unit

All of the above combined with the proximity to
Tallaght town centre create a sustainable
development in a district location.

Three Bedroom

Two Bed 4P Apartment

1
Flexible Commercial Spaces-Workshop

11

Dual Aspect
44%

Three Bed Apartment
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Childcare Provision - Crèche Space
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5.0 Efficiency
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5.0 Efficiency

5.1 Building Efficiency

A

5-EFFICIENCY
HOW DOES THE DEVELOPMENT
MAKE APPROPRIATE USE OF
RESOURCES, INCLUDING LAND?

The design team intend to achieve building
envelope and HVAC performance that is a
significant improvement on the statutory
requirements contained in the Irish Building
Regulations.
The design team will achieve TGD Part L 2019
Nearly Zero Energy Buildings (NZEB) for the
proposed development. A preliminary DEAP
analysis has been undertaken on the residential
units within the development to inform the design
strategy, demonstrate compliance with the
domestic Building Regulations Part L and to ensure
that the targeted Building Energy Ratings (BERs) of
A3 (or better) will be achieved.

Breakdown of Apartment BER Results
The table below outlines the result of the provision BER calculations for apartment types 1 through to 7.

Apartment Apartment
Type
Reference

Building
Energy
Rating Band

Energy Value CO2
RER
(kWh/m2/Yr) Emissions
(kgCO2/m2/Yr)

1

1st Floor 1 Bed (East Facing)

A2

33.29

3.33

.560

2

8th Floor 1 Bed (Top Floor) End

A2

38.70

4.69

.368

3

1st Floor 1 Bed (East Facing) Middle

A2

38.09

7.49

.426

4

2 Bed 3P’s

A2

31.20

6.13

.403

5

8th Floor 1 Bed (Top Floor) Heat Pump A2

22.12

-5.35

.715

6

1st Floor 1 Bed Middle (West Facing)

A2

14.41

2.83

.000

7

8th Floor 1 Bed (Top Floor) Middle

A2

49/47

-1.28

.430

During the design process, the environmental effects of
the project were considered at all stages to ensure that
the development has been optimised to amplify positive
environmental effects while reducing negative
environmental impacts wherever possible. The design of
the proposed development, which aims to produce a
new high-quality residential community, has undergone
a robust interrogation of the relative alternative options
while paying consideration to the various environmental
effects to ensure that positive outcomes are achieved as
much as possible.

It is now a requirement for all new domestic and
non-domestic buildings to meet the NZEB (Near
Zero Energy Building) standard. The design team
will incorporate the requirements of this standard
into the proposed development. The building
services design strategy for the proposed
development utilises as many sustainable design
options and energy efficient systems that are
technically, environmentally and economically
viable for the project to achieve a low energy and
environmentally friendly development, while also
providing suitable dwellings to meet current market
demands.
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6.0 Distinctiveness

6.0 Distinctiveness
6.1 Distinct Developments
6-DISTINCTIVENESS
HOW DOES THE DEVELOPMENT
PROMOTE A GOOD MIX OF
ACTIVITIES?

The proposed scheme will create a distinctive
neighbourhood centre and is of a density and
character that embraces its location and provides a
critical mass suitable to the emerging character of
the area.

The proposed development will see the re-imagining of this industrial
site as part of the overall regeneration of the Tallaght LAP Lands.

The buildings have been designed to create a distinctive style that is
modern and contemporary in nature. The use of quality materials will
help to create a distinctive building.

The scheme includes for a number of Cafe / Restaurant / Retail units.
Some of these spaces open onto the public plaza with covered areas
provided that will allow for the provision of external seating year-round.

The Residents Lounge will be a place for Residents to relax and watch
TV with Tea and Coffee facilities being available. In the proposed
development the lounge will have access doors onto the Roof Terrace
which will be a standout feature of the development.

The proposed layout of the streets and design of
the buildings will create a high quality commercial
and residential environment which contributes to
the visual landmarks within the development. The
proposed layout also creates flexible internal and
external communal spaces for use by all residents.
The apartment blocks will be designed to create a
distinct language for the scheme with a good
variety across the facade design characterised by a
distinct palette of finishes. This use of differeing
materials and unique design will offer a specific
language to each block while also being consistent
with an overall high quality facade design
langauge.

68
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6.0 Distinctiveness
6.1 Distinct Developments

The resident Gym will have a high quality fit out with a wide range of
equipment for residents. The gym will incorporate studio space to
facilitate group exercise and yoga classes.

A ground floor Work Hub will be available for Residents to work from
Home in high quality surrounds. The area will have individual booths to
allow for privacy with larger desk spaces to enable meetings and
interaction. This will be a stand out space with facilities for plug and play.

Open space has been provided for in a number of ways. Courtyards,
pocket parks and a linear park provide open space amenity for both the
public and residents. See accompanying landscape architects report for
full details on the landscape design strategy.

Amenity rental space will be available for all Residents and will be
fully furnished with kitchen and dining facilities which would enable
residents to host dinner parties and gatherings, providing an
extension of their living space outside of their apartments.

A large amount of bike storage facilities will be allowed for to support
the development of an active commuter friendly community.

A flexible media room will provide a space for Resident entertainment.
The space will include a retractable screen with high quality
technology and flexible seating options.
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7.0 Layout
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7.0 Layout

7.1 Development Layout
7-LAYOUT
HOW DOES THE PROPOSAL
CREATE PEOPLE-FRIENDLY
STREETS AND SPACES?

The proposed layout has been developed as a
result of the collaborative work of the design team,
the application and in consultation with South
Dublin County Council and An Bord Pleanála.

1

Access - Primary residential access is provided
to the focal points of the North West and North
East corners and also to the north of the central
block addressing the street along Belgard
Square North.

2

Open Spaces - A new public plaza will be
constructed along Belgard Square North with
commercial and residential access opening out
on to it. This space will have seating and other
areas for the public to use. Communal open
space will be provided for the residents via high
quality podium level landscaped spaces.

3

The design approach considered the improvement
and attractiveness of the public realm; activeness
and permeability of its connections; and
appropriate urban edge as viewed from outside the
subject site and adjoining streets. The
development creates a series of pocket parks and
open spaces as well as a new tertiary route off
which blocks are created to house the commercial
and residential spaces.
The proposed site layout strategy is based on the
principles of best practice urban design. The layout
which provides a simple, easy, attractive and safe
access for pedestrians and vehicles.

4

5

6

Secondary seating ‘pocket parks’ are created
off the main linear public plaza creating
enjoyable spaces for people to sit and relax
and communicate. These spaces have been
carefully located to benefit from sunlight from
the south, provide visual links from the street
scape to the communal open landscape
podiums above. The pocket parks provide for
dual frontage for the commercial units and offer
a high quality architectural expression of the
building facades onto the public realm. The
pocket park spaces can be provided with
feature architectural railing to control night time
access.

2
3

3

1

1

1

5
6

4

Public Open Space - A high quality public open
space linear park is provided to the south of the
site in line with Tallaght LAP objectives.

Key

Parking - Parking for the residents (car and
bicycle) will be provided on grade under the
podium level. This parking area will provide
secure car and bicycle parking spaces.

Residential

Parking Entrance - The entrance to the
residential car park is located off Belgard
Square East, just north of the existing access
entrance.

Secure Bicycle Storage
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Communal Amenity Space
Commercial
Crèche
Services
Plant
Circulation
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7.0 Layout

7.2 Design Development - Design Consultations
Design Evolution:
The design process has been an extensive and iterative
process which involved multiple parties including the
Design Team, South Dublin County Council (SDCC) and
An Bord Pleanála (ABP). This process has allowed the
scheme to respond to the specific site challenges and
evolving surrounding character, creating a richer and
more successful development proposal. As outlined in
earlier chapters, numerous factors informed the design
process from such as the recently granted permissions
on neighbouring sites and responding to the street
edges. These all contributed to refine the final building
form, massing and height.
A variety of preliminary design options and block
articulations were explored and tested, with early
iterations of the scheme dating to 2020. Through careful
consideration of site context, orientation and adjoining
properties the scheme evolved to the submitted
proposal. During this evolution period a number of
different height and massing options were studied to
assess the impact of these on the surrounding
residential context assessed in detail, while trying to
retain key architectural intentions. The above
considerations took cognisance of the potential future
land development to surrounding plots, creating a
landmark development for Tallaght and a high quality
residential scheme.
The following pages aim to summarise the evolution of
the scheme through the design and planning
application stage process.

J F M A M J

2019

J A S O N D J F M A M J

Pre Planning Consultations with South
Dublin Co Council
The proposed development evolved from early concept
sketches through to more detailed design which was
presented at a pre-planning consultation held with
SDCC.

SDCC accepted the development in principle. Some
considerations were highlighted such as height
reduction, relocation of commercial uses and
reconfiguring of southern homezone and linear park.

Pre Application Consultation with An
Bord Pleanála & South Dublin Co Council
Tripartite Meeting with ABP & SDCC - 18/01/2022
Ref. No. ABP-311666-21
•

A pre-application consultation was held between An
Bord Pleanála (ABP), SDCC and the Applicant. It was
determined by ABP that amendments and further
consideration would be required to the scheme
before it could be accepted as an application. ABP
issued feedback on 01/02/2022 which is covered in
ASection
M J J0 AExecutive
S O N Summary.
D J F M A M J J A S O N

2018

J F M

2019

J A S O N D J F M A M J

2021

J A S O N D J F M A M J

Current Proposal

Initial Conceptual Scheme - Commencing 20/09/2020

•

Pre Planning meeting with SDCC - 08/01/2021
•

Proposal: Demolition of all existing structures and
construction of 3 blocks including a podium ranging
in height from 2 to 15 stories providing a mix of
apartments including some Build-to-Rent units.

Tripartite Meeting - 18/01/2022
•

2022

J A S O N D J F M A M J

Timeline of Consultations

Pre Planning meeting with SDCC - 08/01/2021
Ref. No. SHDSPP015/20
•

2020

J

Proposal: Demolition of all existing structures,
construction of a mixed use residential development
set out in 3 blocks above a podium, ranging in
height from 9 to 15 storeys, comprising of 380
residential units of which 150 will be Build-to-Rent
(BTR) residential units, with associated amenities
and facilities across the development, 4 commercial
units and 4 commercial units associated with the 4
live-work units, Childcare facility.
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S247 Meeting with SDCC:
08/01/2021
SHD Pre-Application submission to ABP and SDCC:
13/10/2021
Tripartite meeting with ABP and SDCC:
18/01/2022
Design Development:
17/01/2018
Design Development:
25/03/2018
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Initial Scheme Concept:
20/09/2020

Design Development:
06/09/2019

J A S O N D J F M A M J

Proposal: Demolition of all existing structures on
site, and construction of a mixed-use residential
development set out in 3 no. blocks including a
podium over a basement, ranging in height from 2 to
13 storeys, comprising: 334 no. residential units of
which 122 No. will be Build-to-Rent (BTR) residential
units, with associated amenities and facilities across
the development, 4 no. commercial units and 4 no.
commercial units associated with the 4 no. live-work
units (530 sq.m. combined), childcare facility (144
sq.m.).

S247 Submission to SDCC:
01/12/2020
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7.3 Design Development - Design Evolution
Design Evolution:
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To date, the design scheme has evolved iteratively from an extensive
collaborative process of analysis, appraisal and re-appraisal with the design
team, South Dublin County Council and An Bord Pleanala.
The following section looks to present a broad summary of the design
evolution of the scheme proposal starting with the initial concept massings
that were proposed for the site.

1

Option 1
•
•
•

2

Option 2
•
•
•

3

Optimal east - west aspect to high proportion of units
Enhanced sunlight into communal amenity courtyards
Strong urban edges

Option 5
•
•
•

6

Visual and permeable routes through the block
Two disconnected communal amenity courtyards
Southern block located within a communal green space

Option 4
•
•
•

5

Perimeter block with gradual stepped massing
Extensive linear facade to adjoining urban edges
High quantum of units with north facing aspect

Option 3
•
•
•

4

This option creates a strong urban edge to Belgard Road North
Two disconnected communal amenity courtyards
Diagonal block over shadows north western block

High proportion of units with northerly aspect
Extensive horizontal linear facade expression
Southern block provides over shadow to amenity courtyard

Option 6
•
•
•

High proportion of units with northerly aspect
Open urban edge to Belgard Square East
Southern block provides over shadow to amenity courtyard
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7.4 Design Development - Preferred Option
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Preferred Option - Option 4:
The preferred massing has been developed as a
response to the existing site context while also being
cognizant of the recently granted permission to the
neighbouring site to the north of Belgard Square North.
The massing of the proposed scheme considers the
developing ‘urban grain’ within this new regeneration
area while also being driven by best practice urban
design principles responding to each of the adjoining
street edges.
Active ground floor frontages can include retail,
community, employment and active residential (front
doors & windows) engaging with the streets and public
realm. Passive surveillance is provided from the
residential elements above providing eyes which
overlook the street and surrounding spaces.
The proposed massing carefully considers the aspect of
each of the residential units, deliberately minimising
north facing units and maximising quality east, west and
southerly facing apartment units.
The pre design sunlight and daylight studies indicate
and inform the day / sun light penetration into the
communal amenity courtyards by allowing the
courtyards to be open to the south of the finger blocks
and omitting infill units in this location.

Proposed Ground Floor Plan

Proposed Massing

Key
Amenity Space
Commercial Unit
Creche
Residential
Circulation

Block C - 15 storey

Block C - 15 storey
Block A - 12 storey

Block A - 12 storey

Block B - 9 storey

North Elevation
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7.5 Design Development - S247 Meeting
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Feedback / Observations
Pre Planning meeting with SDCC - 08/01/2021
Ref. No. SHDSPP015/20
Proposal: Demolition of all existing structures and
construction of 3 blocks including a podium ranging in
height from 2 to 15 stories providing a mix of apartments
including some Build-to-Rent units.
SDCC supported the development of the site in principle
and noted their key points and concerns as listed below.
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Principle of development accepted
Accept aspect ratio of 43% due to town centre
location
Plot ratio, height and density in excess of the LAP
which was adopted post the Height Guidelines. The
site is not identified for or suitable for additional
height.
Request the scheme to shift northwards and seek
public open space to be consolidated within the
scheme along the southern homezone
Seek southern homezone to be predominantly
residential with commercial uses relocated
Commercial units are spread across the scheme and
whilst accept the mix in principle, question their
viability and request increases active frontage and
town centre uses at ground level. Seek commercial
units to be relocated to the west with a fine urban
grain
Seek 0.3-0.45 car parking ratio
Reconsider/ensure compatibility of vehicular
entrance with BusConnects
Seek further engagement on Part V as SDCC have a
preference for acquisition. Request proof of
purchase date, to determine if 20% applies
Seek masterplan to show access and movement
with future development
Seek further liaison with NTA

BTR Amenity Space

Commercial Unit

Creche

Creche Outdoor Space

Public Open Park

Duplexes

N

Previously Proposed Ground Floor Active Uses

Key

N

Alternative Proposed Ground Floor Active Uses

Amenity Space
Commercial Unit
Creche
Creche Outdoor Space
Public Open Park
Duplexes
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7.6 Design Development - Pre-Application to ABP
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Sequential Design Evolution
Following on from the S247 meeting with SDCC, the
scheme evolved and further progressed through the
design process, responding to reaction and feedback of
the council. A number of changes were made, most
notably the reconfiguration of the ground floor plan with
regard to the location of the various uses. The
commercial units were moved to the western side of the
development facing onto Belgard Square East. This
move will increase the viability of the units while also
increasing the activity along this street frontage. The
residential units were moved to the eastern side of the
scheme while the residential amenities run across the
northern edge of the site onto Belgard Square North.

Proposed Ground Floor Plan

Proposed Massing

Key
Amenity Space
Commercial Unit
Creche
Residential
Circulation

Block C - 16 storey

Block C - 16 storey
Block A - 13 storey

Block A - 13 storey
Block B - 10 storey

Block B - 10 storey

North Elevation
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7.7 Design Development - ABP Opinion
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Feedback / Observations
Tripartite Meeting - 18/01/2022
Ref. No. ABP-311666-21
•

Proposal: Demolition of all existing structures,
construction of a mixed use residential development
set out in 3 blocks above a podium, ranging in
height from 9 to 15 storeys, comprising of 380
residential units of which 150 will be Build-to-Rent
(BTR) residential units, with associated amenities
and facilities across the development, 4 commercial
units and 4 commercial units associated with the 4
live-work units , Childcare facility.

ABP considered the following issues need to be
addressed.
•

•

•

Further consideration and / or justification of the
documents as they relate to (density, height, plot
ratio). There is a need to further consider inclusion of
active uses, including at ground level to activate the
proposed pedestrian street and provide facilities for
the future residential population specifically the
contribution proposed to the character and identity
of the neighbourhood.
Further consideration of the documents as they
relate to the Architectural design and rationale/
justification outlined as it relates to the interaction
with the surrounding area. The further consideration
should specifically address finishes of the blocks,
the design relationship between the individual
blocks within the site, the relationship with adjoining
development and the interface along the site
boundaries.
Residential Design - Further consideration/
justification of the documents as they relate to the
quality of the proposed residential amenity. In
particular, with regard to number of single aspect
units, and daylight and sunlight access to internal
habitable areas and in particular to communal
courtyards.

Proposal within Context of Granted Marlet Scheme

Proposal within Existing Context

The specific response to An Bord Pleanala Opinion is
covered in Section 0 Executive Summary.
Massing Proposal with Context of Granted Marlet Scheme
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7.8 Proposed Layout
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Proposed Design
Further to the Tripartite meeting and following receipt of
the An Bord Pleanála Opinion the client along with the
design team reviewed the scheme as submitted.
Following a number of workshops the team decided to
make the following changes to the scheme:
•

•

Reduction in heights of the building as noted below.
This reduction in height lead to reduction in unit
numbers, density and plot ratio.
•

Block A – Tower element reduced by two
storeys with the shoulder section reduced by
one storey. Remainder of the block reduced by
two floors.

•

Block B – The feature colonnade on top was
removed to bring it in line with the other blocks.

•

Block C – Tower element reduced by two
storeys with the shoulder section reduced by
one storey. Remainder of the block reduced by
one floor.

Addition of a basement to allow for the provision of
additional car parking for the scheme. The resulting
provision is for 0.35 spaces per apartment.

•

A review of the uses on the ground floor resulted in
the movement of the commercial spaces to the
western side of the development with the BTR
amenity space along the northern façade.

•

Review of the open space with an increase in space
provided on the southern boundary. This was
achieved by pulling back the podium between
Blocks A & B and creating a large public square.

•

Review of the landscape strategy for the public
realm.

Proposed Ground Floor Plan

Proposed Massing

Key
Amenity Space
Commercial Unit
Creche
Residential
Circulation

Block C - 13 storey

Block C - 13 storey
Block A - 11 storey

Block A - 11 storey

Block B - 9 storey

North Elevation
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7.8 Proposed Layout
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First Principles - Design Concept
A variety of preliminary design options were reviewed
for the subject site. By carefully considering the site
context, urban edge, orientation / day-sun light and
Tallaght LAP objectives, the linear block option with
landscaped podium courtyard gardens evolved as the
preferred design solution which ultimately seeks to
respond to all of the site challenges and influences.
The layout provides a carefully considered urban edge
and public realm enhancement strategy which aims to
enhance the experience of those whom live, pass by,
work and interact with the built environment. This aims to
have a positive influence on the sense of quality and
connection with the environment. We believe this
experience should be ‘comfortable’ and ultimately
enjoyable if we are to achieve a better built environment.
The proposed layout consisting of linear blocks provides
a strong urban edge onto Belgard Square East, Belgard
Square North and Belgard Road. The design strategy
creates the width required along Belgard Square North
to provide a tree lined boulevard and high quality public
realm, incorporating 2no pocket gardens which overall
provides spaces for people to sit, walk and engage with
the ground floor of the building facades creating a
vibrant and active public realm. This streetscape aligns
with the objectives of the Tallaght LAP.
Through the analysis of a number of design options
including daylight / shadow studies, the proposed
massing evolved as the preferred option to maximise the
advantages of the sites orientation, street frontages and
enhanced public / communal realm open spaces. The
linear park ‘Linear park’ along the southern edge of the
site also provides a considerable enhancement to the
currently impermeable industrial city block providing a
green pedestrian / cycle route through the block. The
design of this route and treatment of the adjoining
blocks have been carefully considered to ensure,
passive surveillance and a feeling of security is
promoted. It is also envisaged that this route will form
part of the emergency fire tender access strategy.

A number of own-door apartment / duplex units will also
be provided along the edge of the linear park with
associated private open space buffer zones. These
‘maisonette’ units will not only offer further activity along
the route but will also provide a human scale setting and
variety in the development massing.

Key Design Considerations:
•

Strong Urban Edge, with tree lined boulevard to
Belgard Square North.

•

Double height residential entrances located at
prominent locations along public street; north east
corner node, north west corner node and central
block addressing urban street edge.

•

Public realm enhancements include 2no pocket
parks set back from street edge providing rest and
amenity spaces for the public and residential
community to engage.

•

Vehicle access maintained onto Belgard Square East
(location slightly altered)

•

11m setback from southern boundary providing linear
park ‘green laneway’ external public open space in
line with Tallaght LAP objectives and being
cognizant of future development to adjoining site.

•

High quality external communal courtyard over
podium with a high proportion of sunlight.

•

Private open space buffer zone to ground floor own
door units opening onto linear park. Private open
space buffer zone to podium level units.

•

Secure car and bicycle parking under podium.
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7.9 Proposed Layout
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Key
Site Boundary
Primary pedestrian route - Luas

Key

Primary pedestrian route - Bus

Proposal within Context of Granted Permission to Neighbouring Site to North

Bus Stop

Site Boundary

Towards Luas

Active Urban Edge

Arrival focal points

Soft Landscape Edge
Urban Edge - Active Street Frontage

Key
Site Boundary
Pedestrian movement
Sunlight Penetration
Communal amenity courtyard
(podium level)
Linear Park - public open space
Building Line - Developing Urban Grain
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External Spaces - Public Realm - Public / Semi-Public / Private - Access
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7.10 Design Development - Massing Evolution
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Creating a strong focal point to street corners devising a new identity
and character to town gateway
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TH

Maximising solar gains for development and Belgard Square North creating
a new urban grain and active street. Provide set back to southern boundary
for green laneway / linear park per Tallaght LAP objective
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2: Light Penetration
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1: LAP proposed city block
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4: Extruding the Mass

5: Breaking down the mass

6: Facade Articulation

Creating a more usable dyanmic social and gathering space for the
community along Belgard Square North

Introducing a variation in massing elements and varying the heights to soften
the overall sense of the development and help engage with commercial street
activation

Introducting balconies both extruded and recessed to give depth to the
facades. Emphasising communal entrances to residential blocks.
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Massing Evolution
To date, the design of the scheme has evolved
iteratively from an extensive collaborative process of
analysis, appraisal and re-appraisal with the design
team, South Dublin County Council and An Bord
Pleanála.
Beginning with the city block proposed by the recently
approved Tallaght Town Centre LAP, the scheme has
evolved continually from the initial massing concepts.
The initial focus was on understanding the site and its
context to maximise the features inherent to the location
of the proposed development while establishing an
approach to integrating with the surrounding area.
Responding to the desire to allow light to penetrate
deep into the development, a massing of three blocks
with north-south alignments was selected.
From here, the articulation of the blocks was developed
to respond to the specific needs and requirements of
the site as well as create separate identities for each
block. The corner blocks were raised to create strong
focal points that anchor the scheme and act as gateways
to the town centre. A podium was also introduced to
accommodate the commercial, car parking and amenity
uses of the scheme while also supporting the communal
external courtyard spaces.

Shifting the massing at a finer level of detail begins to
add more usable social and gathering space to the
scheme, particularly along Belgard Square North. Pulling
back the podium level creates two pocket parks which
will contribute to the active street frontage along this
important thoroughfare. At higher levels, further shifting
begins to break down the mass. By introducing different
variation into the elevations and the heights of the
overall development, the buildings are softened which
will improve the visual impact of the scheme. The final
phase of façade articulation involves the introduction of
the balconies as well as further massaging of the ground
floor podium to improve the commercial space and its
relationship with the public realm.
Responding to the ABP Opinion, as outline in Section
0.2, the decision to reduce the proposed heights of the
blocks throughout was made to closer align with the
National Planning policy principles as well as the Local
Area Plan.
•

Block A – Tower element reduced by two storeys
with the shoulder section reduced by one storey.
Remainder of the block reduced by two floors.

•

Block B – The feature colonnade on top was
removed to bring it in line with the other blocks.

•

Block C – Tower element reduced by two storeys
with the shoulder section reduced by one storey.
Remainder of the block reduced by one floor.
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7: Height Reduction
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7.11 Site Strategy
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Engaging with the Street - Active Urban Edges
Strong Urban Edge to Belgard Road, Belgard
Square East.

•2

Strong Urban Edge to Belgard Square North with
enhanced public realm pocket parks

•3

High quality public linear park to southern edge in
line with Tallaght LAP.

•4

Private open space buffer zones to ground floor /
podium level units.

•5

3no. residents primary circulation cores located as
focal nodes addressing primary street frontages.

•6

Part V units integrated within the scheme

•7

Vehicle access to undercroft car parking entering off
Belgard Square East. Note the existing vehicle
entrance is located off Belgard Square East.

•8

Secure bicycle parking located within podium
undercroft space.

•
10

Visitor bicycle parking integrated within landscape
strategy.

10

10
5

5
10

5
10

9

1

re East

•9

2

d S qu a
Belgar

High quality communal amenity space at podium
level with access through primary circulation cores
and feature landscape steps integrated into
landscape proposal along southern edge to linear
park.

Belgard Square North

9
10

Undercroft Car / Bicycle Parking
Plant / Refuse

Belgard Road

•1

1

7

3
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7.12 Illustrative Ground Floor Masterplan
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7.13 Design Guidance
The proposed scheme has been designed having
regard to the following key Governmental Guidelines
• National Planning and Framework Plan 2018
•

Guidelines for Planning Authorities on Sustainable
Residential Development in Urban Areas (2009),

•

Urban Design Manual - A Best Practice Guide (2009)

•

Delivering Homes, Sustaining Communities (2008)

•

Quality Housing for Sustainable Communities (2007)

•

Design Manual for Urban Roads and Streets (2019)

•

Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for
New Apartments (2020),

•

Smarter Travel – A New Transport Policy for Ireland
(2009-2020)

•

Urban Development and Building Heights (2018)

•

The Planning System and Flood Risk Management
(2009)

•

Guidelines for Planning Authorities on Childcare
Facilities (2001)

The scheme has also been designed having regard to
the South Dublin County Development Plan 2016-2022
which is the relevant statutory development plan for
the area as well
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8.0 Public Realm

8.0 Public Realm
8.1 Public Open Space
8-PUBLIC REALM
HOW SAFE, SECURE AND
ENJOYABLE ARE THE
PUBLIC AREAS?

The design philosophy for the proposed new
residential scheme at Belgard Road, Tallaght aims
to create a new and unique, high quality residential
community in the developing town centre setting.
The emerging landscape positively responds to the
site’s location through a series of connected public
and raised amenity pocket parks and courtyards
being established.
The landscape provides views to the Dublin/
Wicklow mountains towards the south and
strengthens green infrastructure through the
introduction of a new linear park and strong
east-west linkages that will provide improved
access for the local and emerging community.
It will also add defensible space between the
communal courtyards and the adjacent
private frontages.

Aims for the Provision of Open Spaces within the
Development
•

To create a vibrant, energetic and usable landscape

•

To ensure the design allows for a diversity of
activities and be adaptable for future uses, enabling
the space to be used by all ages

•

To allow circulation routes in multiple directions

•

To create an attractive and distinctive built
environment

•

To design a mixed use development that clearly
defines the future character of the scheme

•

To create communal amenity space that will be
visually pleasing from above as well as functional at
first second floor level

•

To create unity in the overall aesthetics through the
language of form

•

To utilise the geometric forms within the design to
imply without dictating, intimate and active spaces

Please refer to Landscape Design Statement for
more detail on the proposals for the Public Realm
of this proposed development.
*Planning Application Area - 0.898ha

Precedent Images
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8.0 Public Realm

8.2 Landscape Concept
Landscape Concept
The landscape design aims to create connectivity
between spaces and promote a sense of place and well
being within the mixed use residential development.
The proposed landscape design responds to the site’s
location through the creation of a series of connected
public and raised amenity pocket parks and courtyards.
The creation of these parks is supported by the
introduction of a new green lane to the south of the site
which strengthens the green infrastructure. Wider vistas
to the Wicklow Mountains to the south and towards the
permitted Marlet scheme to the north further integrate
the proposed development into its surroundings.
The emerging landscape masterplan seeks to take
advantage of, and develop, the connectivity of the site
to the wider environment of Tallaght Town Centre
while creating an inclusive active proposal for users. A
unique set of spaces have been proposed where
social interaction can take place for residents and
public users. Activity will be created at ground floor
while the architectural massing allows for views 		
back into the raised courtyards and on to the natural
features on the horizon.
Please see the accompanying Landscape Report
provided by Cameo & Partners for full details.

N

Key
Vista

Public Pocket Park / Plaza

Primary / Secondary Route

Raised Courtyard

New Home Zone

Stepped Access

Edge of Raised Amenity

Pedestrian Links / Crossings
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8.0 Public Realm
8.3 Design Proposal

Landscape Design Proposal
The design philosophy for the landscape masterplan at
the proposed new mixed-use development at Belgard
Road, Tallaght aims to create a unique, high quality
residential community in the developing town centre
setting.
The proposed landscape design aims to provide a
high quality landscape environment to transform a
disused site into a vibrant and sustainable mixed-use
development and an attractive and inclusive addition
to Tallaght Town Centre. The proposal engages the
existing and future public space network to create a
space that is in keeping with the surrounding landscape
character and enhances the overall area.
Design decisions have been made to alleviate any
negative impacts, while careful material choices and an
extensive planting scheme make a positive contribution
towards the environmental quality.
In demonstrating the above, it has been shown that the
proposed scheme is responsive to the site’s context and
character and provide a sensitive regeneration scheme
reflecting the needs of a multitude of users.

Landscape Masterplan
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8.0 Public Realm
8.4 Character Areas

Key Elements to Character Areas
•

Enhance visual permeability into the proposed
communal open space to ensure a safe environment
for all: visual penetration and a feeling of welcoming.

•

Natural play facilities for the scheme will be located
within this area, specifically aimed at children to
reconnect with nature.

•

The Communal open space will have 24hr lighting
installed, to allow a safe and welcoming space, both
overlooked from the new residents.

•

4
3
4

Seasonal planting will be very much a part of the
landscape design,we want to encourage colour and
texture into this biodiverse communal open space.

•

6

4
4

4

4

Maximising the advantage of the southern sunlight
penetration into this newly proposed open lawn,
allowing space for more active play and relaxation.

2

2

4

4
3

4

7

5

7
4

4
2

4

4
6

Key
1

Stepped Access

2

Open Lawn

3

Dedicated play areas

4

Private Terrace

5

Internal Amenity

6

Residential Core

7

Central Seating Area

8

Biodiverse Roof (Level 02)

2
4

4

4

1

4
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9.0 Adaptability

9.0 Adaptability

9.1 Adaptability Statement
9-ADAPTABILITY
HOW WILL THE BUILDINGS
COPE WITH CHANGE?

The development provides a mix of units which can
be reconfigured to adapt to the changing life cycles
and personal needs of residents.
Also, the apartments either meet or exceed the
minimum standard for unit size and can be adapted
to follow the needs of the future residents.
The architectural style is contemporary and reflects
the modern requirements to balance lighter,
elevations with the need to satisfy energy reducing
objectives.
Section 9 of this document sets out the principles
that the Design Team have incorporated to date
with the same principles guiding future decision
making as the development proceeds to tender
and construction phases.
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What is Adaptability?
Adaptability refers to the capacity of buildings to
accommodate substantial change. Over the course of a
building’s lifetime, change is inevitable, both in the
social, economic and physical surroundings, and in the
needs and expectations of occupants. All other things
being equal, a building that is more adaptable will be
utilized more efficiently, and stay in service longer,
because it can respond to changes at a lower cost. A
longer and more efficient service life for the building
may, in turn, translate into improved environmental
performance over the lifecycle.
The concept of adaptability can be broken down into a
number of simple strategies that are familiar to most
designers:
•

Flexibility, or enabling minor shifts in space planning;

•

Convertibility, or allowing for changes in use within
the building; and

•

Expandability, (alternatively shrinkability) or
facilitating additions to the quantity of space in a
building.

In practice these strategies can be achieved through
changes in design, and through the use of alternative
materials and technologies. Adaptability is closely
related to – but different from – two other design
strategies that attempt to enhance long-term
environmental performance:
•

•

Durability: selecting materials, assemblies and
systems that require less maintenance, repair and
replacement. Since durability extends the useful
lifetime of materials and technology in a building, it is
complimentary to adaptability.
Design for Disassembly: making it easier to take
products and assemblies apart so that their
constituent elements can more easily be reused or
recycled. Designing for disassembly can reduce the
costs and environmental impact associated with
adapting buildings to new uses. It is also possible to
reduce overall environmental costs by purposely
designing a building for a shorter life, and for easier
disassembly and reuse of components and
materials.
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Independence to Integrate systems (or layers) within a
building in ways that allow parts to be removed or
upgraded without affecting the performance of
connected systems.

Upgradability
Choose systems and components that anticipate and
can accommodate potential increased performance
requirements.

Lifetime compatibility
Do not encapsulate, or strongly interconnect short
lifetime components with those having longer life times.
It also may be advantageous to maximize durability of
materials in locations where long lifetimes are required,
like structural elements and the cladding. Durable
claddings and foundations can greatly facilitate
adaptability, often tipping the scale
in favour of conversion over demolition.

9.0 Adaptability

9.1 Adaptability Statement
Record Keeping
Ensure that information on the building components and
systems is available and explicit for future use. It will
assist effective decision making with regard to
conversion options and prevent costly probing
exercises.

Are There Trade-offs Between Adaptability 		
and Quality?
It may be necessary to explicitly recognize the possibility
of trading-off adaptable building designs for
improvements in overall quality of design and
construction. Aesthetically pleasing, long-lasting
buildings can be so enjoyable that people will adapt
their needs to the existing form of the building, rather
than renovate or demolish the structure. This extends
building life and improves the use of space in a similar
manner to adaptable designs. It means that adaptability
in design may be of greatest importance for those
buildings that lack high quality design and construction
features.

The impact of quality on longevity of buildings has been
explored by Stewart Brand in his book How Buildings
Learn. Brand divides buildings that learn (namely those
that survive changing circumstances abnormally well),
into what he describes as low road and high road
buildings. About the former he says, “nobody cares what
you do in there” or in other words the building is so
devoid of aesthetic value that building owners and users
have no regrets about altering the building to fit any new
purpose. On the other hand ‘high road’ buildings are
those that because of their fine features deserve and
receive unusual care and attention. Often these features
include durable cladding, well considered detailing, high
quality interior finishes, operable windows, numerous
private well-lit rooms, and so on. Such buildings may go
through major changes in use, despite their relatively
low capacity to physically adapt to change.

entire cost of all other elements of a building. While the
potential for reductions in costs, embodied energy and
emissions is great, it is not clear that more adaptable
spaces will actually reduce investments in office fit-out.
In fact flexible spaces may encourage re-fitting of offices
for reasons of fashion, and thereby contribute to
increased lifetime costs and environmental loadings.
The Design Team working on this project led by C+W
O’Brien Architects, considers that the adaptability of our
buildings is of paramount importance and as such it
forms part of the design process at all stages of the
project. When it comes to residential properties this is
more important and the ability to be able to adapt the
properties at a later date is one of the many
considerations that lead to a thoughtful and well
considered design.

Trade-offs between adaptability and quality may be
especially problematic with design of interior finishes
and furnishings. Over the lifetime of a building, the cost
of interior finishes may exceed by several times the
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10.0 Privacy + Amenities

10.0 Privacy + Amenities
10.1 Privacy + Amenities

10 - P R I V A C Y + A M E N I T Y
HOW DOES THE SCHEME
PROVIDE A DECENT
STANDARD OF AMENITY?

An extensive level of resident amenities will be
provided including a Resident’s Gym and Studio, a
number of Workhub and Bookable Spaces will be
provided at ground floor level, whilst a Resident’s
Lounge and Terrace will be available on one of the
upper levels. In addition to these spaces, a crèche
has also been provided at the ground floor level.
In response to modern working practices, the
Workhub will allow Residents to work from home in
a more social environment and will provide an
extended working space in addition to their
apartments.
For meetings and private gatherings, the Bookable
space will be available and reservations will be
facilitated by the on-site team. The areas will be
fitted out to a high standard and will allow for
flexible uses.

Communal Amenity Spaces
The Resident amenity spaces will be designed to
encourage interaction and community among residents.
For the Build-To-Rent portion of the scheme, this type of
development is characterised by the provision of
communal amenity facilities. The use of these facilities
can vary depending on the requirements of the
proposed scheme and amenities of the local area. The
provision of these amenities contributes to the creation
of a shared community environment.
In addition to the private amenity spaces, a high level of
communal resident amenities will be provided for all
residents. The quantum of this will be in excess of the
minimum requirements for Communal Open Space,
ensuring that Resident Well Being is prioritised.
The high level of internal amenity spaces, coupled with
the landscaped courtyards will provide extensive space
for Residents to relax on their own or in groups.
The amenity spaces will be centralised to create a
community hub which will allow for effective
management and which will instil a sense of community
amongst the residents.
A roof terrace and lounge will be available at a higher
level and this will be a space designed for passive and
active functions.

Communal open spaces are delivered through a
combination of podium and roof level spaces that
consist of informal gathering spaces, generously
landscaped podium gardens and areas for quiet
reflection as well as pocket parks linking with
commercial units to enable accessible and active
areas for all users.
Privacy and overlooking has been at the forefront
in the design of the apartments and the positioning
of balconies. The design ensures that people can
seek privacy within their own dwellings while still
having a connection to the outside.
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10.0 Privacy + Amenities
10.2 Private Outdoor Space
Private Outdoor Space
All the residential units have an area of usable communal
open space and the vast majority are provided with
private open space in the form of balconies/private
terrace.
All the proposed balconies are in compliance with the
minimum size and depth of 1.5 meters as per Sustainable
Urban Housing - Design Standards for New Apartments
(Dec 2020).
The proposed design considers the orientation of the
development in order to maximise the solar gain and
natural light aspect of each apartment with 44% of the
apartments are dual aspect.
As per the Sustainable Urban Housing guidelines,
flexibility shall apply in relation to the provision of a
proportion of the private amenity space associated with
individual units in a Build-To-Rent scheme based on the
provision of alternative, compensatory communal
support amenities within the development. There are 8
no. BTR apartments within the development that are not
provided with private open space which is a
compensatory measure that evolved out of the daylight
and sunlight studies and assessment. These apartments
have access to communal external and internal
amenities, including an additional 10% of external
communal open space above the requirements, that will
ensure that residents will enjoy an enhanced overall
standard of amenity.

Precedent Images
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10.0 Privacy + Amenities
10.3 Communal Amenity
External Communal Amenity
In accordance with Sections 4.10-4.12 of the Sustainable
Urban Housing guidelines the proposed scheme gives
importance to providing well designed communal open
amenity space. This space should be a secured area and
should allow for all types of mobility within the residential
users such as children and the elderly. It is important that
these spaces are provided with adequate daylight levels
in order to function as a usable space.
The proposed development contains two large open
landscaped communal courtyard spaces at Podium level
with access from the cores as well as a managed
stepped access from the street. These large spaces are
proposed to provide residents with a number of active
amenity spaces such as, but not limited to the following:
•
•
•
•

Child playground facilities;
Open grass space;
Landscaped Seating Areas;
Communal gardening space

Communal Amenity Required
2 Studios @ 4m²

=

8

193 One Beds @ 5m²

=

965

13 Two Bed Three Person @ 6m² =

78

115 Two Bed Four Person @ 7m²

=

805

11 Three Beds @ 9m²

=

99

Total Required

=

1955m²

Communal Amenity Space Provided
Internal

=

924m²

External (Podium)

=

1524m²

Roof Garden

=

622m²

Total Provided

=

3070m²

The external open communal space within the scheme is
intended to provide high quality open space with varying
character, connections and scale. The variety of spatial
conditions will provide the residents with generous
landscaped surroundings and invaluable moments of
external delight.
Please refer to Cameo & Partners landscape consultants
drawings and report for full details on external
landscaped spaces.

Precedent Images: Landscaped External Amenity Spaces
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10.0 Privacy + Amenities
10.3 Communal Amenity

Internal Communal Amenity Areas
The site layout has been considered to create two high
quality, linear public spaces to create an active, vibrant
edge to all sides of the scheme. Organised around the
pocket parks to the north is a mix of commercial and
communal amenity spaces which is complemented by
the pedestrian route and linear park created to the
south.
The internal communal amenity spaces and commercial
spaces will create a ground floor level that will feed into
the pocket parks and activate the area with a high
frequency of footfall to forge a sense of place. This
active ground level intrinsically relates to the distinctive
character created through material selection defining the
base of the new built forms.
There are a number of amenity spaces provided
throughout the scheme facilitating multiple different uses
for the residents such as workspaces, meeting rooms, a
gym and media room. The spaces are designed to offer
flexibility to maximise potential use and provide a variety
of spaces for the residents to use. They have also been
located to be easily accessible for all residents.
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Key
Residential - 1 Bed Apartment
Residential - Duplex Apartment
Communal Amenity Space
Workspace - Large
Workspace - Small

N

Commercial
Crèche
Secure Bicycle Storage
Services
Plant
Circulation
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10.0 Privacy + Amenities
10.4 Public Open Space
Public Open Space
South Dublin County Council typically requires all new
residential developments, to incorporate a minimum of
10% of the total site area as public open space. This is
fundamental to contributing to a high quality of life for
those living, working and visiting the area.
The site layout provides 1,498 sqm of high quality public
open space within the scheme which accounts for 17% of
the site area.
Locating the public open space along the active edges
of the scheme gives greater opportunity for the
residents to overlook the space and creates ample
opportunities to the link the proposed development into
the surrounding infrastructure and future developments.
The proposed public realm and communal open space
within the scheme has been designed to ensure that
potential for anti-social behaviour is minimised through
passive surveillance. The public spaces contain areas to
walk, cycle and sit and relax all within a holistic
landscape strategy which integrates the scheme within
its context.
A number of children’s external play facilities are
integrated into the landscape strategy offering a variety
of play types for various age groups. These facilities are
provided in both public accessible and residents
accessible areas. The exact nature of these play facilities
is covered in greater detail in the Landscape Design
Report.

Precedent Images
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11.0 Parking

11.0 Parking

11.1 Car + Bicycle Parking
11 - P A R K I N G
HOW WILL THE PARKING BE
SECURE AND ATTRACTIVE?

The development has a low-car-traffic street design
and has been designed to promote activity with
pedestrian and bicycle friendly elements combined
with a proposed easy access route to the Belgard
Luas stop.
A total of 117 car parking space are provided
including 5 disabled parking spaces. These are
located under a podium which provides added
security and enhances the landscape.
A total of 484 bicycle parking spaces are provided
within the development for the residents. These
bicycle parking spaces are covered and secure as
required by the Sustainable Urban Housing Design Standards for New Apartments (Dec 2020).
In addition to the above there are a total of 186
bicycle parking spaces for use by visitors to the
development. 66 of these spaces are located
within the ground floor covered bike stores while
the remaining 120 are provided within the public
realm.
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Car Parking:

Bicycle Parking:

Mobility Plan:

Specific Planning policy Requirement 8 states the
following in the event of a Build-to-Rent Scheme:

Section 4.15 through to section 4.17 of “Sustainable
Urban Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments
Guidelines for Planning Authorities (2020)” discuss the
importance of providing sufficient bicycle parking within
apartment developments particularly in built-up
developed areas where the provision for car-parking
requirements is often reduced.

CS Consulting will be completing a mobility management
framework to accompany the formal planning
submission. A Mobility Management Framework is based
on plans / guidance from Local Authority and
government policies. Government and local authorities
would refer to European guidance such as the EC policy
document

It is stated that a general minimum requirement of 1
bicycle storage space per bedroom be provided in
apartment developments, and 1 bicycle storage space
per 2 residential units be provided for visitor cycle
parking.

Mobility Management Plans (MMP) are developed for the
purpose of promoting and enhancing travel via more
sustainable modes of transport. They serve to identify
travel demand strategies that reduce single occupancy
private car travel, which in turn reduces traffic
congestion, noise pollution and environmental impacts.
Residents of the development are informed of existing
alternatives to the private car and are given the required
advice, support, and encouragement to travel in a
sustainable way. The Mobility Management Plan also
includes reference to proposed future improvements to
those transport options already available.

“There shall be a default of minimal or
significantly reduced car parking provision on the
basis of BTR development being more suitable
for central locations and / or proximity to public
transport services”
With this policy in mind and taking into consideration the
site location being in close proximity to well-developed
public transport links such as Dublin Bus and the Luas
Red Line, it is proposed that this development be a
“Car-Free Development”. The proposed development
includes:
• Residential parking will be provided for 25% of the
overall units @ ground level under the podium
• 30% of the overall car parking spaces be allocated
for charging points for battery operated cars.

Car Sharing Club
The proposed development will provide a range of
transportation options including an electric car sharing
club, provided by Go-Car or a similar operator.

In compliance with the above, the proposed
development contains 484 secure bicycle parking
spaces for the residents and a total of 186 bicycle places
for visitor parking, providing a total of 670 spaces. Of
these 186 visitor bicycle parking spaces, 120 are
provided within the public realm and are integrated into
the landscape masterplan while 66 are located in the
ground floor covered bike stores.
This development will also provide for electric bicycle
charging points.

A number of car parking spaces will be allocated to
operate the shared vehicle scheme.
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The aim of the Mobility Management Plan is to provide
more sustainable transport choices, which lead to a
reduction in the need for vehicular journeys, especially
by private car. The MMP recognises that not all trips can
be taken by sustainable modes and that some motor
vehicle trips will still be necessary.

11.0 Parking

11.1 Car + Bicycle Parking
The MMP should be considered as a dynamic process,
wherein a package of measures and campaigns is
identified, piloted, and then monitored on an ongoing
basis. The nature of the plan therefore changes during
its implementation: measures that prove successful are
retained, while those that are not supported are
discarded. It is important that the plan retains the
support of users and receives continuous monitoring.
Feedback and active management of the plan are
required for it to continue to be successful.
The proposed development site is located in town
centre environs in Tallaght, Dublin 24, in proximity to
existing high-quality light rail and bus services (including
the future BusConnects improvements) that connect it to
Dublin city centre and other main activity hubs. The
development itself will deliver a mix of private car
parking, residential car club usage, tenant and visitor
bicycle parking, The ability to provide Charging points
for E-vehicles will be employed in line with the
requirements of the South DubTlin County Council
Development Plan. Pedestrian accessibility through the
site is encouraged through high quality urban realm
design and its location to the Tallaght Town Centre all
ensure permeability and accessibility for pedestrians is
well catered for.

Key
Site Boundary
Car park Vehicular Entrance
Car Parking Spaces
Accessible Car Parking Spaces
Secure Bicycle Storage

N

External Bicycle Parking
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12.0 Detail Design
12.1 Introduction

12 - D E T A I L E D D E S I G N
HOW WELL THOUGHT
THROUGH IS THE BUILDING
AND LANDSCAPE DESIGN?

The design has been subject to several feasibility
studies, a pre-planning meeting and additionally
pre-application and subsequent local authority
consultations between the design team and South
Dublin County Council.
The proposed development represents a
high-quality design whilst optimizing the
appropriate use of the site which will help meet the
ever-increasing demand for residential
accommodation.
The design treatment incorporates the latest
technologies to achieve the highest standards in
energy efficiency, also the selected brick finishes,
window selection and commercial frontage design
will compliment the current building stock in the
area while providing a new contemporary and high
quality expression.
The drawings, reports and other supporting
documents submitted as part of this application
contain the detail design information of this
planning application. The principal points are
summarised in Section 12 of this report. Please
refer to the relevant documents for greater detail.
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12.2 Design Development - Daylight / Sunlight Study
As part of the planning application for the proposed
development on the The Arboury Site on Belgard Road,
3D Design Bureau (3DDB) were commissioned to carry
out a daylight assessment, sunlight assessment and
shadow study.

Average Daylight Factor (ADF)

Throughout this project, CWOB and 3DDB have worked
closely together particularly with regard to the ADF of
the proposed blocks. The daylight analysis was carried
out several times throughout the design process of this
development. The proposed scheme responded to the
results that were generated and made design changes
in order to improve the levels of daylight, where
possible, without compromising the integrity of the
design.

In terms of housing, BS 8206-2:2008 also gives
minimum values of ADF. These recommendations are
considered to be the minimum value of ADF required for
the following habitable spaces:

The assessments carried out studied the level of
daylight in the proposed residential units, and the level
of sunlight penetration into the proposed outdoor
amenity areas. Assessments have also been carried out
to determine the effect the proposed development
would have on the level of daylight received by the
existing neighbouring windows that are in close
proximity to the proposed development and the daylight
and sunlight received by the residential windows and
sunlight in the courtyards of the granted strategic
housing development (ABP-303306-18) which is located
directly north of the proposed site was undertaken.

BS 8206-2:2008 also recommends that where a room
serves more than one purpose, such as the modern day
apartment design of the living/kitchen/dining (LKD)
space, the minimum average daylight factor should be
taken for the room with the highest value.

Sunlighting in Proposed Outdoor Amenity Areas

The BRE Guidelines recommend that for a garden or
amenity area to appear adequately sunlit throughout the
year, at least half of it should receive at least two hours
of sunlight on March 21st.
As part of the early design process 3D Design Bureau
(3DDB) were issued with various design options for the
proposed scheme. A number of daylight and sunlight
assessments were carried out to aid the decision of
which design option would be further developed. The
selected scheme performed particularly well in the
assessment of potential for sunlight to the proposed
residential and amenity areas. This was a factor in the
decision to progress the application using this particular
design option.

The BRE Guidelines define the Average Daylight Factor
as the average illuminance on the working plane in a
room, divided by the illuminance on an unobstructed
horizontal surface outdoors.

•

2% for kitchens;

•

1.5% for living rooms;

•

1% for bedrooms.

Following this advice, a target ADF value of 2.0% has
been applied to LKDs within the proposed scheme.
Some internal spaces (e.g. studio apartments, shared
communal areas etc..) can possibly be of a nature that do
not have a predefined target values in the
BS8206-2:2008. In such instances, 3DDB have applied
a target value they deem to be appropriate.
Please refer to the accompanying daylight and sunlight
report prepared by 3DDB for further information.

Indication of the amenity areas that have been analysed
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Area capable of receiving 2 hours of sunlight on March 21st
shown in white
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12.0 Detail Design

12.2 Design Development - Daylight / Sunlight Study
Analysis of Results
This study has assessed the Average Daylight Factor
(ADF) received in all habitable rooms across all floors of
the proposed development. This has ensured that a
clear understanding has been obtained of the
performance of the scheme with regard to ADF.
Mitigation measures and important design interventions
were introduced in order to ensure a favourable
outcome in terms of internal daylight values. These
design changes included amendments to room
configuration, window sizes and additional windows
where necessary.
This proposed development consists of 334 no. units of
which 122 no. will be Build-to-Rent (BTR) while there are
also 4 no. live-work units, which makes up circa 816 no.
habitable rooms.
When assessing LKD’s against a target value of 2%, circa
94% of the rooms meet the recommendations.
Given the size and density of the proposed development
the ADF compliance rate could be seen as very
favourable.
Although the target ADF is referenced within BS
8206-2:2008, it also states:
“The aim of the standard is to give guidance to
architects, builders and others who carry out
lighting design. It is recognised that lighting is
only one of many matters that influence
fenestration. These include other aspects of
environmental performance (such as noise,
thermal equilibrium and the control of energy
use), fire hazards, constructional requirements,
the external appearance and the surroundings of
the site. The best design for a building does not
necessarily incorporate the ideal solution for any
individual function. For this reason, careful
judgement should be exercised when using the
criteria given in the standard for other purposes,
particularly town planning.”
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Should full ADF compliance be sought, design changes
could be needed, such as the removal of balconies or a
reduction of unit sizes. Such mitigation measures could
reduce the quality of living within the proposed units to a
greater degree than the improvements that would be
gained with increased ADF values. The following
compensatory considerations should also be taken into
account.
For combined Living/Kitchen/Dining areas, the living
area is typically treated as the main area of activity, with
the kitchen being placed at the back of the space. This
design decision is understandable as the kitchen area is
typically a transient space as its primary functional
purpose is to serve as a food preparation area.
Additionally, not every space within a commercially
viable apartment development can be in direct
connection with an exterior elevation, making the
kitchen the obvious choice for this position given that it
is a transient space that will require supplementary
electric lighting.
A supplementary study was carried out on the living
area within the LKD, as defined by the architect. This
additional study, whilst not contributing towards the
compliance rates, demonstrates that all living spaces
would be in receipt of adequate levels of daylight.
With regards to internal daylighting, Section 6.7 of the
Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New
Apartments December 2020, states the following:
“Where an applicant cannot fully meet all of the
requirements of the daylight provisions above,
this must be clearly identified and a rationale for
any alternative, compensatory design solutions
must be set out, which planning authorities
should apply their discretion in accepting taking
account of its assessment of specific (sic). This
may arise due to design constraints associated
with the site or location and the balancing of that
assessment against the desirability of achieving
wider planning objectives. Such objectives might
include securing comprehensive urban
regeneration and or an effective urban design
and streetscape solution.”

Furthermore, Section 3.2 of the Urban Development and
Building Heights: Guidelines for Planning Authorities
December 2018, states the following:
Where a proposal may not be able to fully meet
all the requirements of the daylight provisions
above, this must be clearly identified and a
rationale for any alternative, compensatory
design solutions must be set out, in respect of
which the planning authority or An Bord Pleanála
should apply their discretion, having regard to
local factors including specific site constraints
and the balancing of that assessment against the
desirability of achieving wider planning
objectives. Such objectives might include
securing comprehensive urban regeneration and
or an effective urban design and streetscape
solution.”

•

As outlined earlier in this document a variety of
internal communal amenity spaces are provided
throughout the scheme for the residents to enjoy.
These spaces encourage the residents to
collaborate and socialise together encouraging the
creation of a community. The total area of these
spaces is significant at 924sqm. Whilst these
non-residential rooms have not been included in the
calculation of compliance rates, they could be
included as part of the compensatory design
solution.

•

All apartment units except eight units (Apartments
1114, 1204, 1304, 1404, 1504, 1604, 1704 and 1804
which are all Build to Rent units and as such a
balcony is not required under the guidelines) are
provided with a private amenity balcony space
which is accessed directly from the main living
space. These balconies comply with the minimum
depth and area requirements as set out in the
apartment design standards. Where possible
balconies have been off-set to reduce the impact of
over shading to the unit below however they still do
impact. The value for the user to have a private
balcony space is seen as important even with the
understanding of the effects of over-shading to the
unit below.

•

Furthermore, all 41 No. LKDs that do not meet the
recommended minimum ADF have a good glass to
floor ratio, as such these rooms will have good
levels of daylight in the portion of the room closest
to the large windows. This is evident secondary
study was carried out on the living spaces within the
proposed development. This additional study
assessed the level of daylight within the living space
of the LKD as defined by the architect. All assessed
living spaces exceeded the recommended minimum
ADF.

Where the proposed units are not meeting or exceeding
the ADF targets, these can be identified as clusters
within the scheme, with evidence to suggest that the
lower results are isolated. These units are often located
in the middle of the blocks and at lower levels facing
another, similarly sized building.
Based on the above statements, compensatory
measures have been incorporated into the design of the
proposed development where rooms do not achieve the
daylight provision targets in accordance with the
standards they were assessed against.
The compensatory and mitigation measures are
summarised as follows:
•

44% of the apartment units are dual aspect which is
above the 33% minimum requirement as required by
the Design Standards (Dec 2020). As a result, more
apartment units than the recommended minimum
will achieve quality daylight from dual-aspect
orientations.

•

An additional 10% of communal open space above
the minimum requirements required by the Design
Standards (Dec 2020) is proposed across the
development.
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12.2 Design Development - Daylight / Sunlight Study
Additional Outdoor Space
As per the Daylight and Sunlight Assessment Report,
there are circa 6% of units do not meet the target ADF
value of 2.0% in the living/kitchen/dining (LKD) spaces. In
response to this result, the design team sought to
ameliorate these units through a number of
compensatory and mitigation measures some of which
have been outlined above.
One significant design change that was made was the
increase and improvement to the roof terrace areas. This
provided additional communal outdoor space for the
benefit of these specific units as well as for all residents.
These spaces will benefit from significant amounts of
sunlight due to their location and orientation. As part of
all the roof terrace design, planting will be introduced to
screen the space and help alleviate the wind at this
height. This measure will help to ensure the quality and
usability of the space.
In another separate design decision, in response to
comments from SDCC and ABP, the podium was
reduced in size to allow for the creation of a public open
space on the proposed tertiary route running along the
southern boundary of the site. This reduction to the
podium impacted the net overall increase in communal
outdoor space provided by the additional roof terraces,
although it did not impact the amount of combined
public and communal outdoor space within the scheme.
In this case, the creation of the public open space and
meeting of the wider planning objectives was seen to be
more critical to the success of the scheme and
improvement of the surrounding urban area and
streetscape than the provision of additional communal
outdoor space.
The design team has carefully considered the optimal
way to provide the best amenities to maximum number
of units and in particular has acknowledged and
endeavoured to improve the deficient units as much as
possible.

N
Roof Plan
Key
Proposed Roof Terraces
Previous Roof Terraces
Area removed from Podium for Public Open Space
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12.3 Urban Development and Building Heights
This Section responds to the Development Management
Criteria of the Urban Development and Building Heights
Guidelines 2018 at the specified scales, as referenced in
Specific Planning Policy Requirement (SPPR) 3(a):
“it is a specific planning policy requirement that
where:
1. An applicant for planning permission sets out
how a development proposal complies with the
above criteria; and
2. The assessment of the planning authority
concurs, taking into account of the wider
strategic and national policy parameters set out
in the National Planning framework and these
guidelines then the planning authority may
approve such development, even where specific
objectives of the relevant development plan or
local area plan may indicate otherwise”
The Development Management Criteria are addressed
in turn below:

At the scale of relevant city / town
The criteria for assessment of developments at the scale
of the relevant city / town are addressed below:
“The site is well served by public transport with
high capacity, frequent service and good links to
other modes of public transport;”
As previously set out, the site is currently exceptionally
well served by public transport, particularly Luas and bus
services. The subject lands are particularly suited to
higher density development to maximise an efficient use
of these transport resources.
Bus Connects corridors have been determined, where
the site in question shall have 2 flanks directly aligned
wih these quality public transport corridors, and
immediately adjacent the west edge of the development.
These public transport corridors acknowledge the key
Belgard Road North thoroughfare, where the site is
directly aligned (between TUD and Tallaght Hospital)
providing a uniquely well connected public transport link
to the north, as well as walking distance access to
LUAS”. The ‘Promoter has engaged meaningfully with
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NTA and sought to accommodate a more efficient and
‘coherent’ stop location to mutually benefit the future
occupants of The Arboury, as well as those employed an
living within the precinct

the site which offers significant public open space
enhancements. The linear park creates a route through
the current impermeable block in line with Tallaght LAP
objectives.

“Development proposals incorporating increased
building height, including proposals within
architecturally sensitive areas, should
successfully integrate into / enhance the
character and public realm of the area, having
regard to topography, its cultural context, setting
of key landmarks, protection of key views. Such
development proposals shall undertake a
landscape visual assessment, by suitably
qualified practitioner such as a chartered
landscape architect”

The building form has been modulated to create a place
with unique identity marking the western edge of the TU
Dublin Tallaght campus while also integrating into the
developing regeneration proposals of the adjoining
lands. This results in significant enhancement in the
character of the area.

The proposed scheme has been designed to respond to
site specific location, orientation and context. The site is
a gateway site leading from Belgard Road and Belgard
Square North into Tallaght centre. The scheme has been
designed based on best practice placemaking principles
creating active urban edges forming street frontages
opening onto and engaging with the surrounding
streets. Engagement of the proposed building form with
the public realm has been considered carefully by C+W
O’Brien architects and Cameo and Partners landscape
architects to form high quality public realm design which
includes pocket parks and a linear park to the south of

The proposal incorporates a new public amenity and
Linear park, increasing pedestrian and cycling
connectivity. An area that can provide an increased
biodiversity and improve connection to the wider green
infrastructure and provide opportunities for incidental
play.
New pocket parks along Belgard Square North locating
greenery including green walls and seating to create
exceptional breathing spaces along Belgard Rd Nth
which are sorely lacking. Providing distinct, dwell space
environments forming the ‘external green lungs of the
scheme, as it engages the urban environment, instead of
a hard exclusion edge, forming a green, vibrant
landscaped zone with which people can rest, meet,
engage and enjoy

The subject site is not within any significant views or
vistas or proximate to any protected structures or
architectural conservation areas. Richard Butler of
Modelworks has been appointed to undertake a
Townscape and Visual Impact Assessment as part of the
planning application and is a suitably qualified
practitioner.

The proposed massing takes account of the above
placemaking principles and enhancements to the public
realm. The massing carefully considers and minimizes
the effects of over shadowing into the communal
amenity courtyards and Belgard Square North. The
orientation of the blocks provides the opportunity for
direct sun light to penetrate between the linear blocks
into the communal podium gardens, pocket parks
opening onto the Belgard Road North street and
beyond. This creates pleasant spaces for people to stop,
rest and communicate along the commercial street

“On larger urban redevelopment sites, proposed
developments should make positive contribution
to place making, incorporating new streets and
public spaces, using massing and height to
achieve the required densities but sufficient
variety in scale and form to respond to the scale
of adjoining developments and create visual
interest in the streetscape.”

Key
S

Location of Site

1

Tallaght Town Centre

2

Tallaght Village Centre

3

Bancroft Park

4

Luas Stop

5

Tallaght Campus - TUD

6

Tallaght University Hospital

7

Square Shopping Centre

8

SDCC Offices

9

N81 (Route to M50)

10

Belgard Rd (Route to N7)
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12.3 Urban Development and Building Heights
frontage. An initial daylight / sunlight study has been
completed by 3D Design Bureau. This consideration and
study of day / sun light at an early design stage also
ensures best possible light and aspect is provided to the
apartment units while creating visual interest through
architectural expression along the streetscape.

At the scale of district / neighbourhood / street
The criteria for assessment of developments at the scale
of district / neighbourhood / street context are
addressed below:
“The proposal responds to its overall natural and
built environment and makes a positive
contribution to the urban neighbourhood and
streetscape;”
The proposal achieves a balance between built form and
public / semi-public open spaces which create high
quality resident amenity spaces but also offers
significant positive contribution to the urban
neighbourhood and streetscape.
“The proposal is not monolithic and avoids long,
uninterrupted walls of building in the form of
perimeter blocks or slab blocks with materials /
building fabric well considered;”
The building form responds to the site context and
orientation which has informed the block layout and
massing. The void spaces between the blocks in
conjunction with the varying of block massing and height
creates an interesting streetscape and avoids monolithic
perimeter block forms. Reinforced by quality design and
materiality of the block facades this creates enhanced
facade articulation and expression.
The ‘modulation of heights’, across the 3 primary
residential buildings, gives visual interest from all
aspects, including the oblique views, and reinforces its
importance as a ‘gateway building’ on the most north
east edge of the Town Centre.
“The proposal enhances the urban design
context for public spaces and key thoroughfares
and inland waterway / marine frontage, thereby
enabling additional height in development form

to be favourably considered in terms of
enhancing a sense of scale and enclosure while
being in line with the requirements of the “The
Planning System and Flood Risk Management
Guidelines for Planning Authorities (2009);”

At the scale of the site / building
The Guidelines also set out the following criteria for
developments at the scale of the site / building:
“The form, massing and height of proposed
developments should be carefully modulated so
as to maximise access to natural daylight,
ventilation and views and minimise
overshadowing and loss of light.”

The development will be subject of a Site Specific Flood
Risk Assessment by Cronin Sutton Consulting Engineers
and the lands are located in Flood Zone C, so the uses
are compatible in accordance with the 2009 Flood Risk
Guidelines.

“Appropriate and reasonable regard should be
taken of quantitative performance approaches to
daylight provision outlined in guides like the
Building Research Establishment’s Site Layout
Planning for Daylight and Sunlight (2nd Edition)
or BS 8206-2:2008 – ‘Lighting for Buildings –
Part 2: Code Practice for Daylighting’.

“The proposal makes a positive contribution to
the improvement of legibility through the site or
wider urban area within which the development
is situated and integrated in a cohesive manner”.
The Proposal is located at a confluence of desire lines, a
key node on the routes from the Luas to the west, to the
TUD on the east, and the location of a new stop on the
revised bus route on Belgard Square East.

“Where a proposal may not be able to fully meet
all the requirements of the daylight provisions
above, this must be clearly identified and a
rationale for any alternative, compensatory
design solutions must be set out, in respect of
which the planning authority or An Bord Pleanála
should apply their discretion, having regard to
local factors including specific site constraints
and the balancing of that assessment against the
desirability of achieving wider planning
objectives. Such objectives might include
securing comprehensive urban regeneration and
or an effective urban design and streetscape
solution”

The insertion of pocket parks, relating to the plaza
associated with Belgard Gardens to the north, assisting
in local legibility and placemaking.
The legibility of the urban area is substantially enhanced
and improved by providing new linear park with
opportunity to connect into the proposed part 8
Chamber Square, Innovation Square and associated
links.
“The proposal positively contributes to the mix of
uses and / or building / dwelling typologies
available in the neighbourhood”
Given the central location of the development site,
apartment type units are the most efficient use of lands.
In reflection of the LAP objective for a mix of uses,
ground level active uses are proposed, in addition to
residential entrances to street providing for an
improvement to the activity and vibrancy in the area that
is not currently present. In addition, careful consideration
has been given to interaction with the permitted
residential development to the north of the site.

Public Amenity Space - Pocket Park

As discussed above, the proposed building form,
massing and height has been carefully considered to
achieve the following:
•

Significant enhancement to the surrounding public
realm with legibility from street level.

•

Day / sunlight penetration extending from the linear
park along the southern edge of the site, through
the communal amenity podium level courtyards, into
the pocket parks and down onto the streetscape
along Belgard Road North.

•

Take account of the site’s position as the gateway
between the town centre and the university (TUD
Tallaght campus).
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•

A mass and form which responds to the surrounding
street frontage; a wide urban boulevard with planted
central median, at a key junction, opposite the large
open spaces of the university green spaces.

•

A mass and form which responds to the existing
expansive road infrastructure which reflects the
original purpose of the road design serving an
industrial site. The wide roads, verges and junctions
are the dominant element of the townscape and in
order to make this feel ‘urban’ (as opposed to former
industrial), buildings of corresponding scale are
required.

•

Offer relief to a regular heights pattern of 6 / 7
storeys along Belgard Road. A continuous height
along the lengthy Belgard Road will lack relief /
visual interest and legibility. The subject site, with its
strategic location as a gateway node, at the
university entrance, opposite the university green
open space with its absence of built form justifies an
increase in height on the subject site to maximise
the amenity benefit and create a strong backdrop
and identity as a gateway.

3DDB are appointed to undertake a sunlight and
daylight access analysis and have been involved in the
initial design development, to ensure the proposal will
comply with the BRE and BS standards for impacts on
neighbouring development and internal lighting to the
apartments and communal open space. The selected
massing is indicated by 3DDB as having the potential to
fully satisfy these standards, and as such compensatory
measures are not likely to be required.
As such it is respectfully submitted that the proposed
development has been carefully designed as to
maximise access to natural daylight, ventilation and
views and to minimise overshadowing and loss of light.

S

Town Centre Building Heights
Key
S
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Specific Assessments
Finally, the Building Height Guidelines set out the
following specific assessments that may be required to
support proposals at some or all the scales outlined
above:
“Specific impact assessment of the mirco-climatic
effects such as down-draft. Such assessments
shall include measures to avoid / mitigate such
micro-climatic effects and, where appropriate,
shall include assessment of the cumulative
micro-climatic effects where taller buildings are
clustered.”
A wind microclimate assessment will be undertaken by
METEC as part of the planning application
“In development locations proximity to sensitive
bird and / or bats areas, proposed developments
need to consider the potential interaction of the
building location, building materials and artificial
lighting to impact flight lines and / or collision.”
A flora and fauna assessment has been undertaken by
Altemar ecologists and no bat roosts or other species of
interest were present.
“An assessment that the proposal allows for the
retention of important telecommunications
channels, such as microwave links”.

An Aviation Assessment has been completed by
O’Dwyer and Jones Aviation Planning Consultants.
“An urban design statement including, as
appropriate, impact on the historic built
environment”
Modelworks have prepared a Townscape Visual Impact
Assessment report.
“Relevant environmental assessment
requirements, including SEA, EIA, AA and
Ecological Impact Assessment, as appropriate.”
Altemar ecologists have been appointed to undertake
an Appropriate Assessment Screening and the proposal
does not exceed any mandatory EIA thresholds set out
in Schedule 5. An EIAR Screening will accompany the
application responding to the Schedule 7 and 7A criteria
for sub-threshold development.
It is respectfully submitted that the proposed
development has had regard to the planning policy
framework as set out in the Building Height Guidelines.
The proposed development will be demonstrated to
comply with such objectives therefore is considered to
be in accordance with the provisions of national policy
guidelines.

Approach to Town Centre from the Belgard Road looking South

The application will be accompanied by a Note on
Telecommunications prepared by ISM.
“An assessment that the proposal maintains safe
air navigation”.

Approach to Tallaght Town Centre from Whitestown Way
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12.4 Site Suitability for Additional Height
•

Gateway node creating identity - positioned
between the town centre and the university campus
– two key, central ‘urban neighbourhoods’, and on
the axis between the hospital, the Council / cultural
facilities and the university.

•

Enhanced public realm & connectivity - positioned
at a key junction, with frontage to two main
thoroughfares. Belgard Rd is 32m wide, with central
median, and 3 rows of trees. The width, trees and
absence of built enclosure on the east side (the
campus open space) suggest capacity for height.

•

Edge definition - Opposite and overlooking the
university campus open space. Potential to (a)
provide built enclosure and therefore better
definition / legibility of the space, and (b) derive
maximum amenity benefit from the space (for the
future residents).

•

The pivotal site / position - along a 1.7km length of
road with that entire frontage to be ‘6-7 storeys’.
Potential for an ‘event’ or node in the urban structure
at this key point.

These and other factors suggest that the site and
receiving environment can accommodate additional
height, and that the evolving urban structure would
benefit from additional height at this specific location,
through:
S

Key
Red Luas Line
Key Axis
Urban Edges Suitable
for Building Heights of
6-7 Storey
S

Location of Site
Luas Stop
Key Building
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12.5 Building Heights
Key
1 Storey

9 Storey

2 Storey

11 Storey

7 Storey

13 Storey

8 Storey

N
Aerial view of massing from South East

Typical Floor Level - Proposed Heights
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12.6 Heights - Massing
80m
70m
60m
50m
40m
30m
20m
10m

Proposed development for Tallaght
town centre

Sandyford Central SHD
Granted March 2018

Sentinel
Sandyford
Granted
June 2006

Rockbrook Sandyford Granted
Aug 2019

Clongriffen SHD
Granted Dec 2019

Golf Lane
Granted April 2021

Massing
The proposed massing responds to the site location, orientation and unique
site aspects such as the vistas towards the Wicklow Mountains. The above
study shows the proposed development for the site in relation to other
previously approved applications situated in similar areas of Dublin suburbs.
The block forms respond to the existing industrial nature of the site and the
neighbouring lands while also providing allowance for future integration into
the regeneration ambitions of the Local Area Plan by providing rational urban
block alignment.
The massing proposes to create a strong identity for the Tallaght Town
Centre area, promoting quality and accessibility. The development responds
to the existing local amenities while acting as a catalyst for further future
developments prompting the urban regeneration
of the surrounding area. The site’s position at the edge of the LAP reinforces
its potential as a pivotal development to enhance the local environment and
act as a gateway to the centre.

Massing View From North West

Massing View From North East

Massing View From South

Massing View From North

The architecture seeks to break down the overall massing through elevation
treatment and height articulation creating dynamic spaces within the
development. The massing has been considered and stepped to bring a
sense of permeability between buildings while uniting the elements to create
a strong community development. Permeability and visibility through the site
have been carefully maximised while negotiating the requirements of the
built form whilst also being integrated into a considered holistic landscape
strategy. The strategy provides several routes around the site with building
edges and their internal uses responding to the respective edges.
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12.7 Ground Floor Key Elements
Consideration in activating ground level edges has been
at the forefront of design, a mix of public realm (linear
park, pocket parks) to the North and South, as well as
active retail and commercial offers (West edge closest to
Town Centre), and live / work units (closest to Belgard
Rd – East flank) have been aimed at acknowledging the
threat of cold edges, in how to consider ‘passive
surveillance, and create safe and engaging spaces for
the community to engage and add to the urban context.
3

6

3
5
6

8

8

8

9

9
5
9

1

Public Plaza

2

Public Linear Park Open Space

3

Public Realm Pocket Park

4

Resident Parking Access

5

Commercial Unit

6

Communal Amenity Space (BTR)

7

Cafe / Restaurant / Bar

8

Residential Access Cores

9

Residential Unit

10

Access from Podium & Basement Car Park

11

Creche / Childrens Play Area

9

4

Key

8

8

8
5

9
3

11

10
2

N
Ground Floor Uses Plan
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12.8 First Floor Layout

1
1

5

5

5
4

4
4

2

2

Key
1

Public Realm Pocket Park

2

Podium Open Space

3

Access to Podium

4

Residential Access Cores

5

Double height Entrance Lobby

4
4
1

1 Bed Apartment

4

3

1 Bed, 2 Person Studio Apartment
2 Bed, 3 Person Apartment
2 Bed, 4 Person Apartment
2 Bed, 4 Person Apartment - Work Unit
2 Bed, 4 Person Duplex Apartment
Amenity

N

Circulation
First Floor Uses Plan
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12.9 Typical Floor Layout

1
1

3

3
3

2
2

3
Key
1

Public Realm Pocket Park

2

Podium Open Space

3

Residential Access Cores

3

3

1 Bed Apartment
2 Bed, 4 Person Apartment
3 Bed Apartment
Amenity

N

Circulation
Typical Floor Plan
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12.10 Dual Aspect Units
Dual Aspect
The organisation of the proposed blocks have been
carefully considered and respond to daylight / sunlight,
orientation, aspect and views. Dual aspect units are
provided where possible while the proposed layouts
also avoid overlooking between units while achieving
passive surveillance into the communal areas and
adjacent public streets.
Specific Planning Policy Requirement of the “Sustainable
Urban Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments
Guidelines for Planning Authorities (2020)” states the
following:

Ground Floor Plan

1st Floor Plan

2nd Floor Plan

3rd-6th Floor Plan

7th Floor Plan

8th Floor Plan

9th-10th Floor Plan

11th-12th Floor Plan

“(i) A minimum of 33% of dual aspect units will be
required in more central and accessible urban
locations, where it is necessary to achieve a
quality design in response to the subject site
characteristics and ensure good street frontage
where appropriate in.”
“(ii) In suburban or intermediate locations it is an
objective that there shall generally be a minimum
of 50% dual aspect apartments in a single
scheme.”
The proposed site as a central and accessible location
which is required to provide 33% Dual Aspect Units. This
equates to a requirement for 111 units of the 334 units
provided. The submitted design has provided 146 Dual
Aspect units which equates to an overall percentage of
44% of the apartments within the proposed scheme. It is
submitted that this is fully compliant with the above
policy and is in excess of the 33% requirement stipulated
within the policy objectives.

Key
Dual Aspect Unit
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12.11 Safeguarding Higher Standards
Exceeding Minimum Floor Areas
The apartment types and layouts have been carefully
considered and set out to safeguard the future needs
of the residents in the interest of sustainable and high
quality urban development. As per the “Sustainable
Urban Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments
Guidelines for Planning Authorities (2020)”, the majority
of all apartments in the proposed scheme exceed the
minimum floor area standard by a minimum of 10%. The
design and layout of the residential units has been
informed by this requirement and in many cases has
been exceeded by more than 10%.
The proposed site is required to provide more than
50% of units that exceed the minimum floor area
standard by a minimum of 10%. This equates to a
requirement of 106 units of the 212 non-BTR units
provided. The submitted design has provided 111 		
units that exceed the minimum floor area standard
by a minimum of 10% which equates to an overall
percentage of 52% of the apartments within the
proposed scheme. It is submitted that this is fully
compliant with the above policy and is in excess of
the 50% requirement stipulated.
Although Build-to-Rent apartments are exempt from
this requirement, the adjacent diagram shows that a
significant number of these units also exceed the
minimum floor area standard to further future-proof
the scheme.

Ground Floor Plan

1st Floor Plan

2nd Floor Plan

3rd-6th Floor Plan

7th Floor Plan

8th Floor Plan

9th-10th Floor Plan

11th-12th Floor Plan

Key
Apartments Exceeding Minimum Floor Area
BTR Units Exceeding Minimum Floor Area
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12.12 Contextual Elevations
Elevational Organisation
The elevation design intends to break down the massing
of the building blocks while responding to the internal
uses and hierarchy of spaces and building heights.
Articulation within the facade in conjunction with a
carefully selected and designed palate of materials
creates a varying but ordered facade language with
modulation to each of the Blocks. This design approach
creates a composition throughout the site which
provides a measured impact which is commensurate
with the schemes scale and height.
The facade language created through these
combinations combined with the varying aspects and
geometry of the individual blocks provides identity to
each of the blocks while also retaining primary design
principals within the greater overall scheme.

Section A: Proposed Contextual Section through Block A showing granted permission at Marlet site to the north of the subject site.

The various façades as outlined in the following pages,
respond to the combinations of the internal uses. Within
the residential façades variety is further provided by
design responses to the combinations of apartment
types, room types, balcony positions and their
associated fenestration types which avoids visual
monotony while also positively responding to daylight
and external view considerations.
The larger scale commercial frontages are expressed as
double height elements in selected areas which creates
facade components at the ground floor frontages on the
‘streets’ which responds to their particular condition and
which visually relates to the scale of the massing above.

Section B: Proposed Contextual Section through Block B showing granted permission at Marlet site to the north of the subject site.

Section C: Proposed Contextual Section through Block C showing granted permission at Marlet site to the north of the subject site.
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12.12 Contextual Elevations

View A: Proposed Contextual Elevation along the North boundary of the site

View B: Proposed Contextual Elevation along the East boundary of the site
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12.13 Elevations

View C: Proposed Contextual Elevation along the South East boundary of the site

View D: Proposed Contextual Elevation along the West boundary of the site
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12.14 Proposed Materials
Facade Design - Materiality
As outlined earlier in this report, the massing of the
proposed building comprising modulated heights from 7
- 13 stories, provides adequate enclosure to the
surrounding streets and public / private spaces while
also acknowledging the strategic location of the site and
informing the architectural design intent as a gateway
building within Tallaght town centre boundaries. The
proposal creates an urban edge along Belgard Square
East, Belgard Square North and Belgard Road, aiding
the transition and urban regeneration of the area from
industrial to commercial / residential community.
The rhythm created within the building facade language
of the three linear blocks along the north elevation
creates a symbiosis which visually connects the three
parts as a whole. This rhythm is created through careful
manipulation of the buildings massing creating a control
and balance between the horizontal and vertical facade
expressions.
The rhythm as indicated by the red brick on the
proposed North West 3D illustration, provides a
language of consistency across the three blocks striking
a common chord or language of treatment which
enhances this sense of connection and control of height,
providing character and ‘vertical control, from which the
taller elements on the outer edges can ‘project’. The
eastern and western blocks can be interpreted as the
two bookends between which the central block sits.
This sense of rhythm continues through the southern
facade where the eastern and western blocks provide a
sense of enclosure to the landscaped podium courtyard
amenity space. Here the mass and expression of the
central block is reduced and facilities the incorporation
of a pedestrian link to provide shared access for all
residents to both landscaped courtyards.

•

The southern end of the central block becomes an
‘element within the landscape’ which physically links
the two courtyard spaces and visually connects with
the linear park

•

Creates the opportunity for two alternative
characters to be developed in each of the two
courtyard spaces.

•

Lightens the central block elevations and lifts the
block off the podium level

•

Allows a sense of openness and light penetration
into the connection route under the block above

•

Provides a separation and a continuous language of
duplex ‘maisonettes’ to be incorporated at ground
level facing into the linear park offering an edge of
human scale.

Each of the elevations are considered carefully
regarding aspect, massing and scale. The elevations are
broken down into a number of module elements (plinth,
mid block and cap) to create an appropriate proportion;
this combined with the erosion of selected facade
elements and variety in finishes type / colour reduces
the elevations to a more suitable human scale. The plinth
and cap language can be achieved using subtle
variation in brick bond and coursing offering additional
depth and shadow to selected facade elements for
example within the brick inset panels on the top two
floors.

View of Proposed Development from Belgard Square North

Further break down of scale is achieved by dividing the
facade into solid and (glazed) void elements with further
subdivision occurring in the fenestration, balustrading
etc. Bolt on balconies are used to express one language
while semi-inset balconies are used in another.

The location of this pedestrian link has been carefully
considered, being strategically located to the southern
edge of the podium garden achieving the following
advantages:
View of Proposed Development from Linear Park from the East
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12.14 Proposed Materials

1. Proposed Red Brick

2. Proposed Light Brick

3. Proposed Dark Brick

4. Proposed Glass Railing

5. Proposed Metal Railing
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12.15 Materiality
Materiality Key
1

Selected Brick Type 1

2

Selected Brick Type 2

3

Selected Brick Type 3

4

Glass Balconies

5

Metal Balconies

6

Inset Brick Panels

1

2

3

4

5

6
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12.16 Lighting

It is recognised that there is a symbiotic relationship
between the The Arboury, Belgard Road project and the
surrounding Tallaght townscape - and interdependency
- something that is particularly the case in a night time
context. Consideration is, therefore, given to the project
setting to understand how this scheme can contribute
positively to its surroundings in post-dusk conditions.
This consideration is then extended to the process of
arriving at the site during the hours of darkness and to
the use of public and private spaces within the scheme
interior. Ultimately, this document provides a framework
against which external lighting can be implemented. It
benchmarks both the aspiration of the scheme and
technical performance ensuring that the full benefit and
potential of the project is achieved in a night time
context.
This masterplan strategy reveals the potential of the The
Arboury, Belgard Avenue project to provide a positive
post-dusk addition to the Tallaght townscape for both
residents but also in a broader urban context.
The methodology indicates a textured lighting response
- one that seeks to use artificial light in an urban
nightscape in its most effective capacity, as a means of
communication. The socio-economic benefits of such an
approach are now well documented and there is
considerable potential here to create a positive,
responsive, and safe piece of post-dusk public realm.
The masterplan strategy also recognises the importance
of this development for the Tallaght townscape and
deliberately sets out to create a night time dialogue
between the The Arboury, Belgard Road site and its
surroundings emphasising the symbiotic nature of this
relationship.
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12.17 Communal Amenity

The proposed development at Belgard Road, has been
designed to create a professionally managed community
with a shared ownership structure. Overall the proposed
development will provide a high level of on site Resident
Amenities, including a gym, resident’s lounge, roof
terrace, workspaces and private bookable areas. Whilst
these spaces will be located in the BTR block, they will
be available to all Residents within the wider
development. The centralisation of this will create a
vibrant hub, providing a destination for all residents to
meet.
A welcoming Reception with Concierge will be located
at the front of the development on the corner of Belgard
Square North and Belgard Square East. This will be a
space for Residents of the entire development to meet
with the on-site team. The Social Amenity Spaces will be
accessed off the Reception Lobby and the centralisation
of this space will create opportunities for Residents to
interact with their Neighbours.
The amenity spaces will be designed to foster
Community among Residents with regular curated social
events held to enable people too meet and socialise
together. The on-site team will provide a high level of
service to all residents which will foster a sense of
community and promote long term renting within the
development.

N
Ground Floor Plan - Communal Amenity Uses

Cafe

Gym

Restaurant

Outdoor Seating

Meeting Room
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12.0 Detail Design
12.17 Communal Amenity

Level 7 - Communal Roof Garden
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12.18 Crèche

Childcare Facilities
Section 3.3.1 of the Guidelines for Planning Authorities
on Childcare Facilities issued in June 2001 recommends
that new housing areas be provided with childcare
facilities at a standard of one facility with 20 spaces for
every 75 homes. This calculation method is also based
off 2+ bedroom dwellings and therefore does not include
studio’s and 1 Bed’s.
Based off 139 (2 and 3 bed) units, the proposed
development should include a crèche for approximately
37 children. The proposed development contains a
dedicated childcare facility with an internal floor area of
approximately 144 sqm and an additional 107 sqm of
external play space. The proposed crèche is more than
suitably sized to meet demand of the development.
The crèche is located within the southern element of the
proposed development adjacent to the linear park. A
dedicated and secure play area has been allocated to
the crèche for the children’s use directly in front of the
indoor facilities. The landscaped space will be protected,
through various feature including planting, from the
streetscape to the south.

N
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12.19 Uses & Movement
Uses & Movement Analysis
The following analysis plan diagrams have been
prepared to illustrate the primary uses and access
considerations for the ground floor of the development.

Key
Site Boundary
Commercial Space
Internal Communal Amenity Space
Crèche
Resident Route to Core
Pedestrian Route
Cycle Route
Vehicular Route
Car Parking Spaces
Accessible Car Parking Spaces
Secure Bicycle Storage
External Visitor Bicycle Parking
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12.20 Waste Management
Waste Management Plan
An Operational Waste Management Plan (OWMP) has
been prepared by AWN Consulting for this development.
This plan pertains to a waste strategy that complies with
all legal requirements, waste policies and best practice
guidelines and demonstrates that the required storage
areas have been incorporated into the design of the
development. Implementation of the OWMP will ensure a
high level of recycling, reuse and recovery at the
development. All recyclable materials will be segregated
at source to reduce waste contractor costs and ensure
maximum diversion of materials from landfill, thus
achieving the targets set out in the EMR Waste
Management Plan 2015 – 2021.
It is proposed that a collection point will be allocated
along Belgard Square North. It would be used for set
down of the waste collection vehicles while the bins are
emptied and FIBC bags are collected (if the
development opts to use Epac compactors for the dry
mixed recyclable and mixed non-recyclable waste
streams). On the agreed collection days/times, bins/
FIBC/skip bags will be conveyed by personnel
nominated by the building management company or the
waste contractor (depending on the arrangement) from
the WSAs to the collection point. Once the bins are
emptied they will be promptly returned to the
appropriate WSAs.
For full details on the operational waste strategy, please
the Operational Waste Management Plan prepared by
AWN Consulting.

Key
Site Boundary
Route of Bin Lorry
Access Routes for Refuse Workers
Bin Staging Area / Bin Lorry Collection
Bin Stores

N

Bin Staging Area
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12.21 Access

The design of the proposed scheme provides a carefully
considered urban edge and public realm which aims to
enhance the experience of those whom live, pass by,
work and interact with the blocks. A critical part of the
design of the layout was the careful consideration of
access and movement in, out and through the site.
Primary residential access is provided to the focal points
of the north west and north east corners of the scheme
and also to the north of the central block addressing the
street along Belgard Square North. These access points
are supported by secondary cores running parallel along
the southern edge of the development.
The public space running along Belgard Square North
includes two pocket parks that act as spaces for people
to gather, sit and relax. The communal amenity spaces
face onto these two spaces with access points provided
to activate the street frontage with direct connections to
the residential cores also provided.
The commercial uses proposed within the face onto the
western edge of the development providing a fine urban
grain and encouraging an active mix of uses, business
types and unit frontages that will connect with the rest of
the town centre.
The entrance to the residential car park is located off
Belgard Square East, just north of the existing access
entrance.

Key
Site Boundary

Access to Bikestores

Residents Access
to Cores

Emergency Exits

Access to
Commercial Units
Access to
Amenity Units
Access to Crèche
Access to Bin Stores
Access to Plantrooms
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Vehicular Entrance
into Car Park
Plantroom
Binstore
Stair Core
Lift
Fire Lift

N
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13.0 CGI’s

10

8

3

2

1

11

5

4
7
9
6

12

13

N

CGI Keyplan with Landscape Roofplan inserted
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13.0 CGI’s

13.1 Proposed CGI’s
1

1

View of Proposed Development from Belgard Square North
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13.0 CGI’s

13.1 Proposed CGI’s
2

2
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View of Proposed Development from Belgard Square North
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13.0 CGI’s

13.1 Proposed CGI’s

3

3

View of Proposed Development from Belgard Square North
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13.0 CGI’s

13.1 Proposed CGI’s

4

4
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View of Proposed Development from Courtyard to the West
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13.0 CGI’s

13.1 Proposed CGI’s

5

5

View of Proposed Development from Courtyard to the West
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13.0 CGI’s

13.1 Proposed CGI’s

6

6

150

View of Proposed Development from Linear Park West
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13.0 CGI’s

13.1 Proposed CGI’s

7

7

View of Proposed Development from Linear Park East
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13.0 CGI’s

13.1 Proposed CGI’s
8

8

152

View of Proposed Development from Belgard Road
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13.0 CGI’s

13.1 Proposed CGI’s

9

9

View of Proposed Development from Belgard Road
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13.0 CGI’s

10

13.1 Proposed CGI’s

10 View of Proposed Development from Belgard Road
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13.0 CGI’s

13.1 Proposed CGI’s
11

11 View looking east along Belgard Square North
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13.0 CGI’s

13.1 Proposed CGI’s

12

12 View looking east along the Linear Park
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13.0 CGI’s

13.1 Proposed CGI’s

13

13 View of Proposed Development from Belgard Square East
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14.0 Verified Views

14.0 Verified Views
14.1 Verified Views

Existing view from Belgard Road looking south

Key Plan

Key
Outline of Proposed
Development
Belgard House – Granted
Permission March 2021 - REF:
ABP-303306

View of Proposed Development from Belgard Road looking south
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14.0 Verified Views
14.1 Verified Views

Existing view from Belgard Road looking south

Key Plan

Key
Outline of Proposed
Development
Belgard House – Granted
Permission March 2021 - REF:
ABP-303306

View of Proposed Development from Belgard Road looking south
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14.0 Verified Views
14.1 Verified Views

Existing view from TU Dublin Campus looking west

Key Plan

Key
Outline of Proposed
Development
Belgard House – Granted
Permission March 2021 - REF:
ABP-303306

View of Proposed Development from TU Dublin Campus looking west
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14.0 Verified Views
14.1 Verified Views

Existing view from Belgard Road looking north

Key Plan

Key
Outline of Proposed
Development
Belgard House – Granted
Permission March 2021 - REF:
ABP-303306

View of Proposed Development from Belgard Road looking north
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14.0 Verified Views
14.1 Verified Views

Existing view from from Belgard Square East looking north

Key Plan

Key
Outline of Proposed
Development

View of Proposed Development from Belgard Square East looking north
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Belgard House – Granted
Permission March 2021 - REF:
ABP-303306

14.0 Verified Views
14.1 Verified Views

Key Plan

Existing view from from Belgard Square North looking east

Key
Outline of Proposed
Development

View of Proposed Development from Belgard Square North looking east
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Belgard House – Granted
Permission March 2021 - REF:
ABP-303306
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15.0 Development Schedules
15.1 Schedule of Accommodation

19150 ABB - Accommodation Schedule
BLOCK A - BTR APARTMENTS

LEVEL

1 Bed

2 Beds (3P)

2 Beds (4P)

3 beds

2 Bed Duplex

Studio - Work Unit

2 Bed - Work Unit

GF

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

11

1

2

0

0

0

0

14

719

2

12

0

4

0

0

0

0

16

840

3

12

0

4

0

0

0

0

16

840

4

12

0

4

0

0

0

0

16

840

5

12

0

4

0

0

0

0

16

840

6

12

0

4

0

0

0

0

16

840

7

5

0

2

0

0

0

0

7

405

8

5

0

2

0

0

0

0

7

405

9

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

245

0

0

0

5

245

10

5

0

0

0

Total by floor

TOTAL

91

1

26

0

0

0

0

118

Partial %

77%

1%

22%

0%

0%

0%

0%

100%

2 Bed Duplex

Studio - Work Unit

2 Bed - Work Unit

Total by floor

Total Net Area by floor(m²)

6219

BLOCK B

LEVEL

1 Bed

2 Beds (3P)

2 Beds (4P)

3 beds

GF

0

1

8

2
3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

11

617

8

0

4

0

0

0

0

12

698

4

2

6

0

0

0

0

12

779

4

4

2

6

0

0

0

0

12

779

5

4

2

6

0

0

0

0

12

779

6

4

2

6

0

0

0

0

12

779

7

4

2

6

0

0

0

0

12

779

8

1

2

4

0

0

0

0

7

483

TOTAL

37

12

41

0

0

0

0

90

Partial %

41%

13%

46%

0%

0%

0%

0%

100%
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Total Net Area by floor(m²)

5693

15.0 Development Schedules
15.1 Schedule of Accommodation

BLOCK C

LEVEL

1 Bed

2 Beds (3P)

2 Beds (4P)

3 beds

2 Bed Duplex

Studio - Work Unit

2 Bed - Work Unit

Total by floor

Total Net Area by floor(m²)

GF

4

0

0

0

5

0

1
2

5
9

0
0

3
4

0
1

0
0

2
0

0

9

401

1
0

11
14

509
875

3
4
5

9
9
9

0
0
0

4
4
4

1
1
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

14
14
14

875
875
875

6
7

9
9

0
0

4
4

1
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

14
14

875
875

8
9
10

2
0
0

0
0
0

3
3
3

1
1
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

6
4
4

460
332
332

11
12

0
0

0
0

3
3

1
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

4
4

332
332

TOTAL
Partial %

65
52%

0
0%

42
33%

11
9%

5
4%

2
2%

1
1%

126
100%

7948

No. Apts. Per Floor

Total Net Area (m2):

TOTAL APARTMENTS (BLOCK A+B+C)

Floor:

No. 1 Bed Apt.

No. 2 Bed/3P Apt.

Ground Floor:

4

First Floor:
Second Floor:
Third Floor:
Fourth Floor:
Fifth Floor:
Sixth Floor:
Seventh Floor:
Eighth Floor:
Nine Floor:
Ten Floor:
Eleventh Floor:
Twelfth Floor:

24
29
25
25
25
25
18
8
5
5
0
0

Apartment Type Totals:

Dual Aspect

No. 2 Bed/4P Apt.

No. 3 Bed Apt.

No. 2 Bed Duplex

Studio - Work Unit

2 Bed - Work Unit

0

0

0

5

0

0

9

401

1
0
2
2
2
2
2
2
0
0
0
0

8
12
14
14
14
14
12
9
3
3
3
3

0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

36
42
42
42
42
42
33
20
9
9
4
4

1845
2413
2494
2494
2494
2494
2059
1348
577
577
332
332

193

13

109

11

5

2

1

334

58%

4%

33%

3%

1%

1%

0%

Average 1 Bed m2*:

Average 2 Bed/3P m2*:

Average 2 Bed/4P m2*:

Average 3 Bed m2*:

Average Duplex m2*:

Average Studio - Work Unit m2*:

Average 2 Bed - Work Unit m2*:

47

69

77

98

82

48.5

164

146

44%
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Apartments NET Area m2:

19860
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15.1 Schedule of Accommodation

Block A-BTR (35%)
Type
Studio - Work Unit
1 Bed
2 Bed 3 Person
2 Bed 4 Person
2 Bed 4 Person - Duplex

Total Apartments

Block B & C (65%)

Average Area

No. of units

Partial %

Area (m2)

37
46.1
60.8
73.5
82

0
91
1
26
0
118

0%
77%
1%
22%
0%
100%

0
5090
61
1911
0
7062

Type
Studio - Work Unit
1 Bed
2 Bed 3 Person
2 Bed 4 Person
3 Bed
2 Bed 4 Person - Duplex
2 Bed - Work Unit

Total Apartments

Average Area

No. of units

Partial %

Area (m2)

48.5
47
65
78.47
105
93
81.8

2
102
12
83
11
5
1
216

1%
47%
6%
38%
5%
2%
1%
100%

97
4794
780
6513
1155
465
82
13886

110

51%

Total Units Exceeding min. req. Area by >10%
COMMUNAL SPACE REQUIRED - BTR - Block A
Apatment Type
Space required by unit type
4
Studio
5
1B/2P
6
2B/3P
7
2B/4P
2 Bed 4 Person - Duplex
7
Tota Communal Space required m2:

COMMUNAL SPACE REQUIRED - Block B & C

Apartments quantity
0
91
1
26
0
118

Total Space m2
0
455
6
182
0
643

Apatment Type
Space required by unit type
4
Studio
5
1B/2P
6
2B/3P
7
2B/4P
3B/5P
9
2 Bed 4 Person - Duplex
7
2 Bed - Work Unit
7
Tota Communal Space required m2:

Apartments quantity
2
102
12
83
11
5
1
216

Total Space m2
8
510
72
581
99
35
7
1312

EXTERNAL COMMUNAL SPACE PROVIDED -BTR - Block A
External Communal Space (Podium) m2:
External Communal Space (Roof) m2:
Total External Communal Space Provided m2:

552
266
818

EXTERNAL COMMUNAL SPACE PROVIDED - Block B & C
External Communal Space (Podium) m2:
External Communal Space (Roof) m2:
Total External Communal Space Provided m2:

INTERNAL COMMUNAL SPACE PROVIDED - BTR - Block A
Internal Communal Amenity Space (GF) m2:
Internal Communal Amenity Space (Roof) m2:
Total Internal Communal Space Provided m2:

972
356
1328

490
184
674

INTERNAL COMMUNAL SPACE PROVIDED - Block B & C
Internal Communal Amenity Space (GF) m2:
Total Internal Communal Space Povided m2:

250
250

Block A, B & C
COMMUNAL SPACE REQUIRED (Block A, B & C)
Apatment Type
Studio
1B/2P
2B/3P
2B/4P
3B/5P
Tota Communal Space required m2:

Space required by unit type
4
5
6
7
9

CYCLE PARKING SPACES REQUIRED

Apartments quantity
2
193
13
115
11
334

Total Space m2
8
965
78
805
99
1955

Required
Total

Residents
484

670

GROSS AREA
Visitors
186

CYCLE PARKING SPACES PROVIDED
Location
Ground Floor
Total

EXTERNAL COMMUNAL SPACE PROVIDED - (Block A,B & C)
External Communal Space (Podium) m2:
External Communal Space (Roof) m2:
Total External Communal Space Provided m2:

1524
622
2146

INTERNAL COMMUNAL SPACE PROVIDED - (Block A,B & C)
Internal Communal Amenity Space (GF) m2:
Internal Communal Amenity Space (Roof) m2:

740
184

Location
Ground Floor
Basement

Total Internal Communal Space Provided m2:

924

Total

Residents
484

Visitors
186
670

CAR PARKING SPACES (Proposed 0.35 of 334 units)
Standard
72
39

Disabled
6
0
117

Total Gross Area (m2):

Car Parking Area (m2)
Application Site Area m2:
Public Open Space m2:
Porcentage of POS

170

1489

8980
17%

Ground Floor

2143

Basement
Total

1290
3433
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Level
Basement:
Ground Floor:
First Floor:
Second Floor:
Third Floor:
Fourth Floor:
Fifth Floor:
Sixth Floor:
Seventh Floor:
Eighth Floor:
Nine Floor:
Ten Floor:
Eleventh Floor:
Twelfth Floor:
Roof Level:

Gross Area (m2)
674
3243
3070
3079
3184
3184
3184
3184
2815
1688
785
785
438
438
33
29784

15.0 Development Schedules
15.1 Schedule of Accommodation

19150 ABB - Accommodation Schedule
Areas m2

Residential

Commercial

Basement:
Ground Floor:
First Floor:
Second Floor:
Third Floor:
Fourth Floor:
Fifth Floor:
Sixth Floor:
Seventh Floor:
Eighth Floor:
Nine Floor:
Ten Floor:
Eleventh Floor:
Twelfth Floor:
Roof Level:

0
401
1845
2413
2494
2494
2494
2494
2059
1348
577
577
332
332
0

0
723
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Area Totals =

19860

723

Application Site Area

Bike Parking

Plant Areas & Refuse Storage

Circulation

Total NIA (m2)

0
639
101
0
0
0
0
0
184
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
144
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
380
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

473
260
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

146
300
478
443
455
455
455
455
385
245
152
152
95
95
14

619
2847
2424
2856
2949
2949
2949
2949
2628
1593

924

144

380

733

4325

27089

Amenity

m2

ac

ha

8980

2.22

0.898

150.45

371.94

Density *
Site Coverage *

Creche

Communal

38%

(excluding the area of the landscaped podium over

729
729
427
427
14

60%

(including the area of the landscaped

Ownership Site Area

Plot Ratio**

3.32

Dual Aspect

44.0%

* Application site area only used in the calculations
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